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AN AMERICAN HAMBURGER STAND IN ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL: REPLACING LEGAL AID WITH CONDITIONAL FEES IN ENGLISH PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION

Richard L. Abel*

INTRODUCTION

Until very recently, contingent fees were unthinkable in England. Indeed, plaintiffs' lawyers were not even allowed to forgo or reduce their fees after the fact in unsuccessful cases, although “speculative actions” had long been permitted in Scotland and several commentators declared them widespread in England.1 The Law Society opposed contingent fees in 1912 not only because they encouraged “blackmailing actions” on behalf of the poor, but also because they were a “cloak for advertising or touting for cases by speculative firms of solicitors.”2

Touts . . . obtained cases by “haunting the side doors of our large metropolitan hospitals and buttonholing the distressed relatives . . . or by a ghoulish alertness in studying the newspapers for announcements of accidents in factories and streets, and in sending circulars to injured persons or their friends, and in following up the circulars with a personal call upon them.”3

Legitimate solicitors resented losing work to such “ambulance chasing agencies.”4 The first Government report on legal aid, in 1928, urged
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2. Abel-Smith & Stevens, supra note 1, at 139 (quoting Times (London), Dec. 27, 1912).

3. Abel-Smith & Stevens, supra note 1, at 139 n.4 (quoting Times (London), Dec. 27, 1912).

4. Id. at 139 n.1. See 47 L. J. 49 (Jan. 27, 1912) (quoted in Abel-Smith & Stevens, supra note 1, at 139 n.1); John Collie, Legal Aid Societies, Times (London), Dec. 27, 1912, at 8 (quoted in
local law societies to establish Poor Man's Lawyers to provide free services to drive such operations out of business. A 1943 article claimed that England had the most stringent rules against maintenance and champerty. Even in 1967, when the criminal laws were repealed, rules of professional conduct continued to prohibit such conduct.

Yet rising concern about the cost of litigation sometimes provoked questions about the ban on contingent fees. In 1931, the Solicitors Journal analogized the requirement of a “fixed fee, win or lose” to “a good trade union rule to safeguard the proper remuneration of the Bar.” A confidential 1964 Law Society memorandum to the Bar Council, exposed by the press the following year, condemned the rule that the full brief fee was due for settled cases, even if counsel had done no work. In 1967, the two professional associations agreed that where a “case is settled after delivery of the brief and in advance of the day of hearing counsel is entitled to accept no fee or less than the agreed fee.” But this had to remain the rare exception “if the door was not to be opened to what were really speculative or contingent fees.” In 1966, the organization Justice urged the creation of a nonprofit entity to provide legal representation in automobile accident cases; successful cases whose costs would be paid by defendants would contribute to a fund to pay the costs of unsuccessful plaintiffs.

In 1949, England created the first, and still the most ambitious, national legal aid scheme ever enacted, which naturally included per-
sonal injury cases. The American Bar Association (ABA) president promptly condemned this as creeping socialism.\(^1\) Another American commentator claimed that the English Bar’s ban on contingent fees had “propelled” it “into becoming a handmaiden of the Welfare State.”\(^2\) Fearing legal aid would deprive private practitioners of poor people’s claims, American schemes have always categorically excluded personal injury plaintiffs.

The pathbreaking critiques of the English legal profession published in 1967 highlighted the anti-competitive effects of the ban on contingent fees. Brian Abel-Smith and Robert Stevens acknowledged that “speculative solicitors were meeting a real social need.”\(^3\) Criticizing the rule that barristers were entitled to their full fees in cases that settled, Michael Zander declared that barristers should be “paid for the work they do—no more and no less.”\(^4\) Contingent fees may “provide the only way to get one’s legal rights.”\(^5\) Both Stevens and Zander took these positions after graduate legal study in the United States. Nevertheless, the Law Society reiterated its adamant opposition to contingent fees in 1970 and criticized non-lawyers who settled accident claims on a contingent basis.\(^6\)

The Royal Commission on Legal Services, appointed in 1976, recommended against contingency fees in 1979. Although “a few witnesses” advocated them, “the overwhelming weight of the evidence that we have received is opposed.” Such arrangements encouraged lawyers “to concentrate only on strong cases and on cases which, while without real merits, have a high nuisance value.” The lawyer’s personal interest in the outcome may lead to undesirable practices including the construction of evidence, the improper coaching of witnesses, and the use of professional partisan expert witnesses . . . improper examination and cross-examination, groundless legal arguments designed to lead the courts into error and competitive touting.

Successful clients had to pay lawyers “a proportion often substantial of any damages.” Lawyers were exposed to strong temptation to settle . . . although it may not be in the client’s interest to do so. Alternatively, the client, having noth-

\(^{11\text{.}}}\) Robert G. Storey, The Legal Profession Versus Reglementation: A Program to Counter Socialization, 37 A.B.A. J. 100 (1951).
\(^{13\text{.}}}\) Abel-Smith & Stevens, supra note 1, at 139.
\(^{14\text{.}}}\) Zander, Lawyers and the Public Interest, supra note 1, at 98.
\(^{15\text{.}}}\) Zander, Lawyers and the Public Interest, supra note 1, at 119.
\(^{16\text{.}}}\) See Law Society, Memorandum on Maintenance and Champerty: Claims Assessors and Contingency Fees (1970).
ing to lose, may insist that a hopeless or irresponsible claim be pur-
sued to litigation in the hope that some profit will result.

The Commission concluded that the contingent fee “would not work
well in this country and would give rise to serious dissatisfaction. It
would benefit only a limited class of litigants and would reward some
lawyers disproportionately.”17

The Commission also rejected Justice’s renewed proposal for a
Contingency Legal Aid Fund (CLAF). It worried about adverse selec-
tion: “[P]laintiffs with good prospects of success would decline to use
the scheme but those with a poor or doubtful case would seek to do
so,” especially because the fund “would be under constant pressure to
give assistance in cases where the plaintiff attracted strong sympathy
but where the prospects of success were not great.” In any case, it
would “be wrong to expect successful clients to subsidise those who
were unsuccessful.”18 The Scottish Royal Commission expressed simi-
lar views a year later. It stated that there would be no “need for a
contingency legal aid fund if our proposals for the further develop-
ment of the civil legal aid scheme are accepted.”19 The Government
endorsed the (English) Royal Commission’s recommendations in
1983.20

In February 1985, Lord Hailsham, the Lord Chancellor, established
a Civil Justice Review consisting of lawyers, judges, legal academics,
business leaders, and consumer advocates. Its June 1988 report re-
hearsed the objections that contingency fees would create conflicts of
interest and encourage lawyers to focus on “strong cases or those with
nuisance value.” But it also acknowledged they would increase access
to law by stating, “[T]here have been major advances in regulation
policy and it is arguable that the risks arising out of a contingency fee
system should be controlled by specific regulations rather than a gen-
eral ban.” In addition, it stated, “[O]n grounds of competition policy it
may be desirable to devise more limited schemes under which lawyers
may have a stake in the outcome of a case as a form of incentive.”
Because it had “not been able to make a full study of this matter,” it
recommended that “the prohibition on contingency fees and other
forms of incentive scheme should be open to re-examination.”21 Two

17. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES, I FINAL REPORT ¶¶ 16.2-6 (1979) (Cmdn
7648).
18. Id. at ¶¶ 16.7-12.
19. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LEGAL SERVICES IN SCOTLAND, supra 1, at ¶¶ 8.83-85.
20. LORD CHANCELLOR’S DEPARTMENT, THE GOVERNMENT RESPONSE TO THE REPORT OF
21. CIVIL JUSTICE REVIEW, REPORT OF THE REVIEW BODY ON CIVIL JUSTICE ¶¶ 384-89 and
years later the Law Society published a report expressing interest in a contingency legal aid fund.\textsuperscript{22}

In April 1986, the Bar Council and Law Society appointed a committee containing equal numbers of barristers, solicitors, and laypersons, with a lay chairperson, Lady Marre, to resolve some of the questions left unsettled by the Royal Commission. Its July 1988 report canvassed the arguments about contingency fees. The report stated:

[Opponents] say that they are a threat to the ethical standards of the profession. Lawyers with a financial stake in the outcome of an action would tend to follow their own interests rather than the best interests of their client in planning the course of the action. Lawyers would be unwilling to take actions with less than very good chances of success. Further, they might be tempted to settle a case too easily at an early stage . . . . For barristers to have a financial interest in the outcome of a trial might also erode the traditional detachment which contributes to the relative speed and efficiency of British justice . . . . [A defendant may have] to defend a weak case brought against him where the plaintiff is able to pursue the case relentlessly without fear of loss whatever the outcome . . . . Thus inflated claims with little merit are encouraged in the hope of settlement.

But the committee also noted,

Reputable American lawyers say that contingency fees enable individuals to bring actions that they otherwise could not bring and that the lawyer is given an incentive to settle rather than undertake protracted litigation. There is also a view that, in a consumer-led society, individuals should be given the freedom to decide.

The Committee was more enthusiastic about a CLAF. Although it was “inequitable” that “meritorious litigants whose claims succeed would effectively be subsidising less deserving plaintiffs whose actions failed,” this was “preferable to the state of affairs in which deserving plaintiffs outside the legal aid limits lack the confidence to sue at all.” In both instances, it cautiously recommended “further research and discussion.”\textsuperscript{23}

\section*{II. LORD MACKAY’S GREEN PAPER AND THE COURTS AND LEGAL SERVICES ACT}

In October 1988, the new Lord Chancellor, Lord Mackay, promised three Green Papers in the new year examining “the fundamental issues of what activities require the services of lawyers and on what basis such services ought ideally to be provided.” Although he did not


\textsuperscript{23} \textsc{Committee on the Future of the Legal Profession (The Marre Committee), A Time for Change ¶ 10.22-33} (1988).
favor "change for change's sake," he acknowledged public complaints "about delays and other aspects" of the legal system.24 The press unanimously welcomed reform and reviled the profession as a bastion of protectionism.25 But the conservative Daily Telegraph feared "the spectre of a Britain as rampantly litigious as America, where every doctor is now obliged to take a course in law before picking up a scalpel."26

Publishing the Green Papers on January 25, 1989, the Lord Chancellor declared that their "overall objective" was "to see that the public has the best possible access to legal services and that those services are of the right quality . . . by ensuring that . . . a market providing legal services operates freely and efficiently." The Paper on "Contingency Fees" repeated the criticisms. It discussed how a lawyer might be "tempted to encourage the client to settle early to avoid the effort involved in fighting the case," concentrate "on cases with a high nuisance value where the defendant is more likely to be forced into making an offer to settle," and "try to enhance his client's chances of success, perhaps by coaching witnesses or withholding inconvenient evidence." The Paper further declared that American contingency fees "(i) encourage juries to award excessively high damages; and (ii) encourage litigants to proceed with cases with very little merit, leading to an explosion of litigation." They have "certainly imposed significant costs on business in the USA."

But the Green Paper doubted these fears had "any real basis." It stated, "Clients probably already expect their lawyers to be fully committed to the case . . . . Any tendency on the part of a lawyer to 'improve' his client's case ought to be capable of control through professional codes of conduct." The value of the subject matter already could influence fees. Because judges award damages in England (which has civil juries only in defamation suits), "it seems unlikely that current practices . . . would change in the event of the introduction of contingency fees." The English rule that costs follow the event made it


"unlikely that the introduction of contingency fees . . . would have any real impact on the propensity to litigate." The Green Paper blamed the fact that "United States society is litigious on a scale not known in England and Wales" on "bounty-hunting" by American lawyers encouraged by the facts that treble damages are awarded in antitrust cases, "punitive damages are very much more widely used," and class actions are possible. In England, it was "unrealistic to suppose that lawyers, as professional people running businesses, would willingly take on cases where there was very little prospect of success."

"Current Government policy" was "in favour of deregulation[,] . . . the removal of restrictions[,] and the consequent widening of choice[,] . . . the onus should be on those who want to maintain a restriction to justify it." It further stated "Rules which were developed to prevent interference with the administration of justice in feudal times may no longer be appropriate." Contingency fees would give individuals and organisations who do not qualify for legal aid, but who cannot support expensive litigation, the opportunity of bringing their claims to court[,] . . . encourage a greater level of commitment on the part of the lawyer; and . . . encourage competition between lawyers as clients would be able to shop around, [which] will place pressure on the solicitor to operate efficiently . . . . Contingency fee arrangements would also spread the risk of litigation for 'small' litigants."

Another advantage, based on American experience, is that it would "shift the present balance of advantage between the litigants in product liability cases," which "would make producers more conscious of their duty to supply safe products."²⁸

Nevertheless, safeguards were necessary. Because solicitors would "have greater knowledge of the likely costs" and, therefore, "be in a stronger position than the client," there should be some restriction of "the terms of agreement that the solicitor might otherwise be able to impose on the client." Indeed, "the tide of opinion in the United States of America is turning against the unrestricted use of contingency fee agreements."²⁹

There was no "substantial argument against the introduction of [Scottish-style] speculative actions." But these were only 1% of the caseload of Scottish advocates and, hence, unlikely to make much difference in England. The Lord Chancellor’s Department (LCD), therefore, proposed an uplift, calculated as a fixed proportion of taxed costs

²⁸. LORD CHANCELLOR’S DEPARTMENT, CONTINGENCY FEES ¶¶ 1.2, 1.4-5, 3.3-4, 3.8-18, 5.1 (1989) (Cm 571).
²⁹. Id. at ¶¶ 3.19-20.
(rather than damages) and deducted from the plaintiff's recovery (rather than paid by the defendant).\textsuperscript{30} It also proposed consideration of a contingency fee with fixed percentages of damages, subject to taxation where "the level of the fee was not a fair reflection of the amount of work." Unregulated contingency fees were not "in the public interest."\textsuperscript{31}

The LCD raised several questions about coordination with legal aid. Because it paid at a lower "standard basis," some lawyers who refused it might be willing to act on a contingency fee calculated at the higher "indemnity basis." But legal aid collected contributions at the end of the case, not at the beginning, and offered litigants some protection against the costs of successful opponents.\textsuperscript{32}

Although the press displayed even greater enthusiasm than they had at the original announcement, the \textit{Daily Telegraph} again warned that the contingency fee "raises the spectre of a rash of vexatious litigation of the kind seen in the United States."\textsuperscript{33} William Rees-Mogg (a Conservative life peer and former editor of the \textit{Times}) predicted a legal system "like the one that exists in New York. It is hard to describe how much harm [that] does, and how little good."\textsuperscript{34} It "is regarded by some American economists as one of the reasons why American industry has ceased to be competitive with the Japanese."\textsuperscript{35}

Just three weeks after publication of the Green Paper, the Bar Council issued its first response. Contingent fees were "a third-rate substitute" for legal aid. Both the Royal Commission and the Government response had rejected them. The Green Paper was "an inadequate study of the problems."\textsuperscript{36} This provoked new abuse from the press (mostly directed at the Bar's resistance to expanded rights of audience for solicitors). The \textit{Financial Times} suggested the public "might take the cynical view that: 'If that lot are against him, Mackay

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{30} \textit{Id.} at ¶ 4.2-5.
\item \textsuperscript{31} \textit{Id.} at ¶ 4.6-9.
\item \textsuperscript{32} \textit{Id.} at ¶ 5.10-12.
\item \textsuperscript{36} \textit{GENERAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE, BAR COUNCIL, JUSTICE IN DANGER: THE BAR'S CAMPAIGN FOR JUSTICE FOR ALL} 3-4 (1989).
\end{itemize}
must have got it about right.’” The *Guardian* predicted that the Bar’s “cry ‘The End Is Nigh’ will cause cheers not consternation among the consumers who have been so badly served by the profession for so long.” The *Daily Mail* called lawyers “a laughing stock.” The *Daily Telegraph*, the Bar’s only defender, perversely urged Lord Mackay to provoke equal “rending of raiment among the members of the Law Society” by authorizing contingent fees. Professor Michael Zander reiterated the endorsement of contingency fees that he had expressed twenty years earlier. He stated that although they should be available to litigants eligible for legal aid, “it would obviously be crucial to provide that the existence of a contingent fee arrangement could not be ground for the withdrawal of legal aid.” The judges, however, escalated their denunciations of the Green Papers. Lord Benson, the accountant who had chaired the 1976-79 Royal Commission, warned that as the contingency fee “cancer” spreads “the lawyer and the plaintiff combine together as a team to scavenge what they can out of insurance companies.”

A self-described “American attorney of British origins, with 35 years’ experience of law practice in Florida” called American law practice “simply a business venture,” in which some lawyers (but presumably not he) “have become multi-millionaires overnight.” He stated that “[e]thical prohibitions against lawyer advertising, solicitation, referral fees and cost advancement have been cast aside.” Expressing the uncritical nostalgia typical of expatriates, he pronounced, “Britain should not now be introducing an American hamburger stand into the middle of St Paul’s Cathedral.” The presidents of the Association of Trial Lawyers of America (ATLA) and the ABA naturally defended the contingent fee, while the president of the defense-funded American Tort Reform Association attacked it. David McIntosh, senior partner of the City of London insurance defense firm Davies Arnold Cooper, warned that the “United States-style system . . . would enrich the English legal profession . . . at the expense of the

44. Id.
45. Id. The following year, after two years of “study” by the Florida Bar, its state Supreme Court prohibited written solicitations of personal injury victims within thirty days of an accident. The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the rules. Florida Bar v. Went For It., Inc., 515 U.S. 618 (1995).
And a barrister repeated the apocryphal story that product liability claims had shut down American small plane manufacturers.47

In the Lords debate, Lord Irvine of Lairg QC, the shadow Lord Chancellor, called contingent fees abhorrent, “another gimmick to avoid state responsibility and to secure justice on the cheap.”48 Although that may have been partisan politics, many on the left were equally critical. The Social and Liberal Democratic Lawyers Association also saw the proposals as an excuse to cut legal aid. The Legal Action Group presciently characterized contingency fees as “the thin end of the legal aid cuts wedge.”49

The Bar’s 275-page response incorporated the report of a working party chaired by Francis Ferris QC, which recommended Scottish speculative actions for three reasons: “freedom of trade”; lawyers would not take such cases unless the chances of success were “reasonably high”; and conflicts of interest would not be “serious.” Nevertheless, the Bar Council rejected such actions, stating, “A lawyer should not, in any circumstances, be permitted to have a direct financial stake in the outcome of his client’s case.” It found that conflicts of interest were “inevitable” and could not be solved by rules of professional conduct and that “[s]uch arrangements would tend to lower the ethical standards of the profession.” In addition, such actions “would have little impact, if any, on the availability of legal services to persons of modest means.”50

The Bar Council also opposed “an additional 10% or 20% on top of the ‘solicitor and own client’ costs.” Lawyers would offer such arrangements only when confident of success, permitting “solicitors to increase their income at the expense of plaintiffs with strong cases.”

The Council was even more critical of making fees a percent of damages, which would allow a lawyer to get a “much larger remuneration that [sic] he would under a conventional fee arrangement.” Risk would be even more important. Lawyers would prefer such arrangements, while clients would prefer conventional ones, “but the client who would be likely to be poor, or suffering from physical or mental distress, and easily imposed upon, would be looking to the lawyer to advise the client in the client’s best interests.” “For centuries” such bargains were “presumed to have been made by undue influence.” Another “acute” conflict would arise because “the lawyer’s interests would be best served by spending no more money and accepting any compromise offer.” In addition,

[the ethical standards of the profession would be lowered . . . . The phenomenon of “ambulance chasing,” which reached a nadir of cynicism after the Bhopal disaster and the Lockerbie crash, would become an inevitable feature of English life, as it has in the U.S.A. . . . Award-sharing arrangements would lead to a greater number of unmeritorious claims the main purpose of which would be to “blackmail” defendants into settlements for the benefit of lawyers. This is a well-known and much regretted feature in the U.S.A.

Litigation would also become more expensive. The Bar Council concluded, “[T]o embark on allowing any such form of arrangement at a time when the United States are seeking to bring this kind of arrangement under control and to curb the serious abuses which result would not be wise.”

The Bar Council found the Green Paper’s failure to discuss a CLAF “extraordinary,” “surprising[,] and disappointing.” This “important possibility” could “operate strongly in the public interest.” It urged “a carefully controlled pilot scheme.”

The Bar Council reiterated that award-sharing contingency fees would create conflicts of interest causing “serious disadvantage to the client. It is naive to suppose that the client’s interest can receive adequate protection from professional codes of conduct, especially when such codes, excellently drafted, exist in the United States but have failed to prevent the grave abuses found there.” The Bar Council warned of “the potential for an increased volume of litigation.” It stated, “It is unrealistic to assume . . . that we would not follow behind the United States in becoming an excessively litigious society. It is illogical to assume that there would not be an increase in unjustified

51. Id. at ¶¶ 24.9-13.
52. Id. at ¶¶ 24.14-16.
litigation.” The Green Paper's belief in enhanced access to justice was “superficial and even doctrinaire.” The Bar Council found that

[the concept of clients 'shopping around' lawyers to obtain the best contingency fee deal is illusory . . . It does not follow that the lawyer offering the cheapest contingency fee deal has the competence to do the case properly. Indeed it might be supposed that the least competent would be likely to offer the lowest rates to try and attract business which they could not otherwise obtain.]

The Bar Council concluded,

[A]ccess to justice for all who need access to justice could not be affected more than minimally by any contingency fee arrangement . . . [even CLAF]. The choice is ultimately between making adequate provision to protect the legal rights of those who cannot afford to protect themselves, or leaving the poor, the disabled, the sick without effective legal rights.

After the consultation period ended, Lord Benson reiterated his warning, joined this time by executives from major companies and financial institutions: “The US experience demonstrates where the contingency-fee system can lead.”

Even laissez-faire ideologues like the (British) Adam Smith Institute and the (American) Manhattan Institute for Policy Research, which usually applauded deregulation, organized a conference on the terrible “Lessons from America on the Reform of Legal Services.”

America’s own legal experts readily admit, justice comes a poor second to economics . . . [American lawyers exploit the legal system's] instability to make quick profits and . . . the most successful lawyers are the slickest salesmen and sharpest entrepreneurs . . . U[.]S[.] mistakes had led to excesses which manifested themselves in a litigation explosion which is out of control.

Lord Hailsham said contingency fees would expose defendants “to a whole world of frivolous, vindictive, or purely blackmailing claims . . . What has been built up over the years in the way of integrity and impartiality, mutual trust and avoidance of conflicts of interest will be swept away in a wave of populist enthusiasm.”

53. Id. at ¶ 24.18-20.
54. Id. at ¶ 24.22.
58. Hailsham was the previous Lord Chancellor, except for a brief hiatus, and the longest serving in the Twentieth Century.
Lord Mackay’s White Paper, published in July, retreated on many fronts. Responses to the Green Paper revealed “a clear consensus that it would not be right in principle, and would be likely to have a number of undesirable side-effects, for a lawyer to be permitted to undertake a case in return for some percentage of whatever damages might be received.” There was also fear of an “unacceptable” conflict of interest. Few objected to Scottish speculative actions, and some supported an uplift, which the Government proposed to empower the Lord Chancellor to fix “as a moderate percentage of the normal costs.”

The Courts and Legal Services Bill published in December did just this.

The Lords debate at the beginning of 1990 surpassed even the previous year’s bombast, although most of the attack focused on the threat to the Bar from expanding solicitors’ rights of audience. Lord Rawlinson recounted his recent visit to a post-communist Poland, which was “anxious to follow our practice.” He told Poles that “they had better hurry because the shadow of authority... stalks our profession.” He denounced conditional fees, which would introduce the American system in which “everybody sues everyone else, and the lawyers are very rich indeed.” He stated,

We have seen it—ambulance chasing, the natural disaster, the plane crash. We saw it in India where there [was] the leak of chemicals. The US lawyers on the scene, the offers to relatives, to the injured, no win, no fee 20 to 30 to 40 percent of the damages. Vultures, instead of the profession which I am proud to belong to.

Hailsham repeated that the conditional fee was evil, corrupt, and inherently immoral, stating, “It undermines the whole ethic of advocacy.” Nevertheless, this section of the Bill passed as drafted.

Although the Courts and Legal Services Act authorized the Lord Chancellor to allow conditional fees at the beginning of 1991, neither he nor the profession seemed very eager. He initially favored a 10% uplift because “very high payments in successful cases” might “generate a risk of the lawyer developing an improper personal interest in a particular case.” The Law Society wanted it higher, but also objected that all the conditional fee “does is to put pressure on the solicitor to fund the action instead of the government.” The Manchester Law Society president asked, “[W]hy should my firm invest in a lottery?” Defense solicitors, perversely, were more enthusiastic: “[L]awyers who

Mackay simultaneously announced a civil legal aid eligibility review, which included conditional fees and legal expenses insurance because he believed, "[T]he problem of access to justice does not begin with legal aid. It begins with the way in which lawyers choose to operate and how they charge for their services." The Solicitors Journal responded that conditional fees "will be given as a reason by the Government for not increasing legal aid eligibility limits."63

When the LCD increased the proposed uplift to 20% two years later, the Law Society dismissed the doubling as "a damp squib," and "half-hearted and marginal," making "virtually no contribution to improving access to justice."64 From the opposite perspective, Action for Victims of Medical Accidents called it "a fraud on the client."65 The Labour Party law officer, John Morris QC, MP, echoed Irvine's reservations, by stating that the conditional fee was "the wrong road to go down." He further stated, "We are not impressed by what's happening in America." The LCD Parliamentary Secretary retorted, "I'd like my lawyer to have an interest in winning." When legal aid was unavailable, the Solicitors Journal remained skeptical that conditional fees would be attractive "where there are going to be serious arguments on liability" but would be used only in "dead-cert" cases, which did not justify the uplift.66

In August 1993, three months after doubling the proposed uplift to 20%, Mackay increased it fivefold to 100%.67 Law Society President Rodger Pannone (a plaintiffs' personal injury specialist) saw "a real chance that conditional fees will make justice available to some people who would otherwise be denied it." The Law Society's Council, by a large majority, refused to limit the uplift to a proportion of damages, dismissing the criminal law committee chairman's reminder that the conditional fee "not so long ago[,] was regarded as a professional sin." Defense lawyers raised predictable objections. Such objections in-

---

cluded: county courts, “already snowed under with cases . . . could be buried with a myriad of dubious, speculative personal injury actions over which there will be no control”; and that “[p]laintiffs’ solicitors are running riot through the legal system.” In addition, the chairman of the Bar Council legal aid committee feared the 100% uplift “gives the lawyer far too great an interest in the outcome of a case.” Another silk called it “a contingency fee by another name.”

The *New Law Journal* blew hot and cold. Conditional fees would increase access to law but only for those with a “cast iron case.” Lawyers “who survive on contingency work” would be unable “to view matters with sufficient dispassion” and would file “blackmailing action[s].” An American personal injury lawyer cautioned that his colleagues were regarded as “the rough equivalent of swamp leeches,” saying, “Too many charlatans [and] thieves . . . are bringing us into disrepute.” The journal echoed “the Bar’s initial scepticism,” stating that “[r]eal litigants will lose real money in significant amounts.” The *Solicitors Journal* expressed the opposite fear and called for a minimum uplift: “[B]y shopping around, the potential plaintiff could receive quotes of . . . as little as 10 per cent.”

Opposition remained widespread. The Lord Chief Justice told the Bar’s 1994 conference that conditional fees had “serious disadvantages,” including American-style speculative litigation and “nuisance settlements.” The Lord Chancellor’s Advisory Committee on Legal Education and Conduct urged both a 10% uplift and a limit on the percentage of damages, as well as rules against strike suits. Even plaintiffs’ lawyers were suspicious. A member told the annual conference of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) that the 100% uplift was “very bad news” for public relations. Sir Ivan Lawrence QC, chairman of the Commons Home Affairs Select Committee, as well as the All-Party Parliamentary Barristers Group and the Back Bench Conservative Legal Committee, wanted a line “drawn under all this destructive, revolutionary reform of the legal system.” Lord Ackner, one of Mackay’s fiercest opponents, urged him to cap the uplift at 10% of damages, fearing that “otherwise we outdo the United States in speculative litigation.” He accused the Lord Chancellor of having “created a monster,” which “will give rise to all kinds of abuse and blackmail.”68 He asked, “What is he doing messing about with this when he knows the Lord Chief Justice and the judiciary hate it?”69 Mackay replied that he lacked statutory power to cap fees at a

---

69. Id.
proportion of damages. The Law Society recommended that they not exceed 25%; the Bar Council limited them to 10%, but called the disparity intolerable. The chairman of the Bar Council legal aid and fees committee did not think conditional fees would “take hold in this country because the majority of barristers are very cautious.”

David McIntosh reiterated his criticism of the “overzealousness” of “noisy campaigning solicitors looking for cases to pursue at public expense,” which had wasted “millions of pounds of private and public money on unsuccessful litigation.”

III. The Attack on Legal Aid

Contemporaneously, both private and public critics were calling for a radical revision of legal aid. In July 1994, the conservative Social Market Foundation published a pamphlet declaring that “no Government can afford to continue to finance a [legal aid] programme which doubles its real cost every seven years.” The fact that the Legal Aid Board was “remote from the services supplied by the [lawyer] agents . . . and the legally-aided individual relies on the lawyers to decide what services they will supply . . . create the potential for supplier-induced demand.” Among the solutions they proposed was the withdrawal of legal aid from money cases “so lawyers and their clients

---


71. Id.

72. Id.


only prepared to pursue cases which they are likely to win.” Mackay appeared to accept the thesis of “supplier-induced demand.” The Law Society, by contrast, called the charge “plainly farcical as far as criminal and civil legal aid is concerned.”

Addressing the Social Market Foundation in January 1995, Mackay embraced most of its proposals. The legal aid scheme contains no mechanism for a proper and objective assessment of need. If anything, the present system makes it possible to create and exploit demand in ways which may not always be in the best interests either of the legal aid scheme, or indeed of the clients concerned. It is perhaps significant that it is often described as “demand led.”

The system had to require providers “to assess, and reassess frequently, whether what they are doing is providing value for money both to the client, and the tax payer.”

Newspaper editorials generally praised this “biggest shake-up” of legal aid since its founding more than forty years earlier. The Daily Telegraph agreed, “[T]he traditional system of legal aid is no longer sustainable.” It noted that [o]n the streets of Merseyside certain paving stones, rather like the herms of the ancient world, have become objects of reverence and pilgrimage, where wayfarers, under the encouragement of their so-


licitor, may trip and sue the local authorities. It has become not un-
known for solicitors to tout for work in public houses, secure in the
knowledge that the taxpayer will pay even for speculative cases.80

The Economist, by contrast, conceded that contingent fees and the
American rule on costs would “mean more litigation,” but also felt
they would provide “more access to the courts for more people.”81
Legal aid “could be curtailed drastically and applied only to a handful
of special cases,” and “every citizen in the land would, at last, have a
fair opportunity to have a case heard in the nation’s courts.” The Treas-
ury chief secretary reiterated that the legal aid scheme’s “fundamen-
tal weakness” was “the strong element of moral hazard in funding
arrangements.” He would “welcome the extension” of legal expenses
insurance from the present £70 million in premiums to something
comparable to the £400 million in France or the £1.25 billion in
Germany.82

IV. INTRODUCING CONDITIONAL FEES

As the Lord Chancellor was about to authorize conditional fees, the
Times exhorted him to “hold firm” against a “twitchy legal establish-
ment,” who “have elected as their target a scheme that will make jus-
tice affordable for a wide swath of society, and make litigation easier
for the middle class.”83 An insurance company offered a policy pro-
tecting losing plaintiffs against defendants’ legal costs and winning
plaintiffs against the uplift. In April, Mackay formally proposed a
100% uplift in personal injury, insolvency, and human rights cases.84
Law Society President Charles Elly called this “a major contribution”
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to access to justice.\textsuperscript{85} Bar Council Chairman Peter Goldsmith QC "welcomed" this "if it means people are able to bring claims which they couldn't before," but he added, "[W]e are sceptical."\textsuperscript{86} The Consumers' Association thought it would "help some of those people who have been left out in the cold."\textsuperscript{87}

In the June Lords debate, however, the Lord Chief Justice again condemned conditional fees as "an alien creature in our justice system" that should not be allowed to run amok and the 100% uplift as an "outrageous percentage."\textsuperscript{88} Lord Irvine urged that conditional fees not involve "the exploitation of litigants for the benefit of lawyers."\textsuperscript{89} Lord Ackner's motion limiting the uplift to 20% and restricting it to a proportion of damages lost by only five votes, and the Government proposals passed by the same margin because Labour's front bench, although critical, abstained by convention.\textsuperscript{90}

The \textit{Solicitors Journal} gave conditional fees a "conditional welcome," calling it "an oddity" that they were intended for "the most vulnerable clients."\textsuperscript{91} The \textit{New Law Journal} ridiculed the "insulting" argument "that the solicitors' profession is entirely packed with unscrupulous people who cannot wait to... trick poor innocent accident victims out of their damages."\textsuperscript{92} But Clive Boxer, of the City insurance defense firm Davies Arnold Cooper, warned that "lawyers are courting disaster."\textsuperscript{93} He stated,

Once we go down an uncontrolled path of conditional fee litigation or contingent fee litigation, for that is what it really is, English lawyers are heading in the same direction as has led to denigration of the legal profession in the USA... Lawyers will advise plaintiffs to divest themselves of assets if they can and will be seen as using impoverished clients as a means of forcing offers out of defendants... Blackmail litigation will become \textit{de rigueur}.\textsuperscript{94}

David McIntosh, a senior partner at the same firm, feared the importation of the American "victim culture," which was "aided and abetted by a proliferation of single-issue consumer groups and by far too
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many ambulance chasing lawyers who portray themselves as missionaries but who behave as mercenaries."95 Plaintiffs' lawyers should be responsible for defendants' costs.96

The launch of conditional fees in July provoked considerable contention. The Law Society, which made its disciplinary apparatus available to barristers seeking to collect fees from solicitors, threatened to exclude conditional fees.97 The Academy of Experts objected to solicitors asking members to work on contingent fees.98 Goldsmith called this further evidence that conditional fees "pander to the greed of lawyers."99 Several companies offered plaintiffs insurance against liability for defendants' costs, selling over a thousand policies a month within a year.100

In anticipation of conditional fees, some lawyers aggressively sought business. Two solicitors enrolled twenty-four firms in their Allied Lawyers Response Team to investigate group actions and contact potential clients. They explained defensively, "The ambulance-chasing solicitor identifies the client first and seeks to persuade them to sue. We identify the potential action . . . and if we think there is a case, we say this to the public at large."101 They invited more than one thousand general practitioners to prepare medical reports on workplace asthma victims, paying £100-150 each.102 The Law Society thought the campaign "novel," though not unprofessional; but the Association of

Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) assailed it as “wholly inappropriate.” Legal Marketing Direct (LMD) offered solicitors forty thousand personal injury prospects at £1-2.50 a name (cheaper for quantity). A survey of fifty personal injury solicitors found that a third had been approached. Although three-fourths disapproved and 84% said they would not use the scheme, LMD claimed that twenty firms had paid £5,000 and four hundred more had shown interest; it was planning two more lists of 25,000 and 60,000 names. Claims Direct, which sold franchises to laypersons to negotiate claims on behalf of injury victims, was paying seventeen solicitors firms £72.50 to “evaluate” each claim.

Law Society President Martin Mears urged solicitors “to consider the effect on public opinion.” He stated, “We do not want the American perception that if anyone suffers hurt, someone is made responsible for it.” Although the Law Society did not disapprove of Claims Direct, APIL President Michael Napier warned against “taking the marketing of accident claims one step further down a slippery route.” He also attacked LMD: “This type of aggressive advertising will simply damage the image of the legal profession.” Goldsmith called it “the most offensive form of ambulance chasing yet seen in this country” and “hard to reconcile with the professionalism lawyers aspire to.” He questioned, “[I]s it really credible that people living in this country do not know that, if injured in an accident which was somebody else’s fault, they can sue?” (More than a decade earlier the Oxford Centre for Socio-legal Studies documented that damages were recovered by only 12% of victims suffering serious disability, 29% in road accidents, 19% in work injuries, and just 2% in other injuries, which represented 86% of the total.)
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APIL invested in public relations to “counterbalance sensational headlines,” but initially rejected a code of conduct.113 Incoming president Caroline Harmer dismissed as “nonsense” the charge “that legal aid and conditional fees allow ambulance-chasing lawyers to get rich on speculative litigation.”114 Instead, they “bring about safer products and better safety on the roads and in the workplace.”115 In a public lecture, Mackay declared there was “no rational basis for limiting access to the civil justice system simply for fear of more litigation” and dismissed dire warnings of “US-scale litigation.”116 But APIL, “concerned that public perception is being whipped up against personal injury lawyers,” adopted a code prohibiting its three thousand members from cold calling and unsolicited mailing and payments for referrals.117

This did nothing to dampen competition for clients. Some three hundred solicitors joined the ABC Solicitors Group to launch a £1 million television campaign, paying in proportion to the population of their exclusive territories (plus £10 per referral from the central telephone number).118 One advertisement showed cash being placed in an upturned hand. Accident Compensation Helpline enrolled another one hundred firms in a £2.3 million television campaign offering referrals and conditional fee insurance at competitive premiums.119

Housing specialists urged public housing tenants to sue for delayed repairs, offering gifts of cash or cheap watches. The New Law Journal asked:

[W]hat is the difference between this and the gifts offered by insurance companies for us to take out policies? It does not mean that the claims are necessarily fraudulent. It may be an unattractive way of conducting business, but this is the road down which the Law Society has, in broad terms, chosen to drive.120

When the Chartered Institute of Housing accused solicitors of “tapping an easy market” by leafleting housing projects to offer representation in repair cases, the Housing Law Practitioners Association (HLPA) replied, “The local authorities are trying to distract attention
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from their own inadequacies.” The Law Society took “a dim view of ‘Green Form’ marketing, but . . . solicitors who are representing clients are only doing what the law allows.”

Two years later, however, a *Daily Mail* article, headlined *Millions from Misery: Law firms ‘pocket cash earmarked for repairs,’* accused solicitors of profiting by encouraging public housing tenants to sue. The deputy chairman of the Liverpool Council housing committee called the firms “false Galahads who were guilty of morally abhorrent behaviour.” The Council sought a way “whereby the rapacious actions of solicitors, in touting for trade and encouraging claims, can be countered.” But the HLPA condemned the “clearly orchestrated campaign,” stating, “Most of us don’t leaflet drop or advertise. There is no need to. The demand for help is so high we can’t cope.” A solicitor for one of the named firms said its only crime was having “successfully, fearlessly and independently” represented tenants. Two firms sued the paper for defamation, one settling for damages “well into five figures.”

In May 1995, the Labour Party, far ahead in the polls and eager for the general election required within two years, published its “Access to Justice” policy. The publication stated that the conditional fees uplift “should be very much lower than 100%” and limited to a percentage of damages. Conditional fees were “an experiment to be monitored closely.” Labour “do not expect their introduction to make a significant improvement to access to justice. They are, at present, little more than a gimmick designed to mask the chaotic state of the legal aid scheme and court service.”
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Almost simultaneously, the Lord Chancellor’s Department (LCD) published its legal aid Green Paper, sounding very much like the Social Market Foundation. The current scheme “allows assisted parties to pursue cases which turn out to be unmeritorious.” It was “a system of lawyer led services,” which the “country can no longer afford.” Finally, it stated, “Where the client has no financial disincentive against proceeding to trial and the lawyer . . . has a positive incentive to proceed, there is a clear danger of cases being litigated unnecessarily.”132

Anticipating its White Paper a year later, the LCD named the twenty firms with the highest legal aid earnings, which had averaged £2 million in 1994/95.133 Leigh Day & Co earned over £5 million more than its closest rival, mostly from the unsuccessful claim for childhood leukemia against the Sellafield nuclear power plant.134 Although Martin Day explained that the work had taken six years, newspapers criticized his firm for “raking in money” in failed cases.135 The Legal Aid Practitioners Group (LAPG) responded with its own survey showing that the average income of legal aid solicitors was just £25,563 a year; nearly half worked more than fifty hours a week. The Solicitors Journal declared that the average legal aid lawyer earned £10 an hour.136 Accusing the government of trying to “create a climate in which their Draconian proposals will be accepted,” the Law Society proposed a contingent legal aid fund and limits on touting for Green Form advice work.137 Just before publication, LCD junior minister Gary Streeter denounced legal aid recipients as “state-funded rottweilers,” attacked a “somewhat ropey” successful application for legal aid, and challenged the Legal Aid Board chief executive to justify a cancer patient’s lawsuit for medical negligence.138 The Law Society condemned this “contemptible” abuse.139

The White Paper reiterated that litigants pursued “too many weak or trivial cases.” Applicants “should pay as much as they can reasonably afford” and everyone should pay some minimum:
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People who do not have to pay a contribution can take or conduct cases with little or no regard to the cost. This is . . . one of the reasons why spending on legal aid has increased so much. . . . [Because] conditional fees have proved satisfactory . . . we intend to allow them in a wider range of cases and would consider excluding legal aid where they were available.\footnote{140}

Media enthusiasm may have exceeded the LCD's expectations, and even its wishes. The \textit{Daily Telegraph} called the "shortcomings" of legal aid so great "that only a lawyer could even attempt to defend it."\footnote{141} It stated, given "its enormous cost and the distortions it produces, legal aid in civil cases would best be abolished. Legal insurance is available, and if lawyers were free to accept all cases on a no-win, no-fee basis, the most reasonable claims would get a hearing."\footnote{142} \textit{The Sun} welcomed the "crackdown on loony legal aid" to "stop taxpayers funding bizarre lawsuits" and excluding "foreigners."\footnote{143} Although other tabloids like the \textit{Daily Mail} and \textit{Daily Express} voiced similar sentiments, the rest of the quality press (\textit{Times}, \textit{Guardian}, and \textit{Independent}) were more qualified.\footnote{144} The \textit{New Law Journal} cited a "strictly embargoed" report on "reasons for refusal of offers of contributory legal aid," which it called "the equivalent of high grade semtex."\footnote{145} The journal reported, "Government ministers see benefit-grabbing, litigation-hungry hordes which can be demonised as little short of hounds from hell. The researchers found a group of incredibly poor people sufficiently depressed by the demands currently made of them simply to give up."\footnote{146}

The Law Society, advice agencies, law centres, and consumer groups held a protest meeting at the House of Commons, and the Law Society retained a public relations group for £12,000 a month.\footnote{147} Streeter told legal aid lawyers he was "not the slightest bit concerned that some, very few . . . [of them] expressed concern" with his
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He said that "hardly a surgery goes by" without a constituent complaining about "being pursued by someone with legal aid." People saw the scheme as "lopsided and wasteful." Streeter also stated, "If a person in a serious situation can't afford a very modest contribution, I believe that is a reflection of their commitment." Law Society President Tony Girling accused the government of "wilful ignorance of the facts" and urged it not to "sweep away the Child Bs, the victims of human growth hormones, the brain-damaged children, the victims of asbestosis, the personal injury cases, [and] the tenants living in unfit properties."

Two months after the White Paper, the Law Society, advice agencies, law centres, and anti-poverty and civil liberties groups created the Legal Aid Joint Forum to warn that "the community as a whole would suffer" if "punitive" contributions prevented the "weakest members" from enforcing their rights and testing "the lawfulness of the conduct of large institutions and the Government." Law Society surveys found that 91% of the public felt "legal aid is a vital part of helping people get justice." Law Society Vice-President Phillip Sycamore called it "the logic of the madhouse" to assume that poor litigants relegated to conditional fees could pay opponents' costs.

Addressing the Bar's annual conference in September, Lord Irvine promised to "restore legal aid to the status of a public social service, so highly regarded for its economy and efficiency that, with public support, it can compete for scarce resources with the most highly valued social services, health and education." Universal contributions were a "powerful deterrent." The White Paper was "substantially a dead letter." But even a Labour Government cannot "make money grow on gooseberry bushes." In a published version of this lecture, he expressed concerns about a 100% success fee with no ceiling on the proportion of damages, stating:

[Labour] will require close monitoring of conditional fee agreements, in the consumer interest, to see that 100 per cent uplifts do not become the norm. That would be totally inappropriate in the very many cases where the prospects of success are very high and well in excess of 50-50. The success rate in personal injury cases is
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very high. Consumer protection requires that the maximum permitted uplift in cases that win should not be disproportionate to the risk of losing.

The Legal Action Group said Irvine’s “reasonable” vision was “‘steady as she goes’ or . . . ‘as she went before Lord Mackay’s green and white papers.’”155

Legal Aid Board Executive Director Stephen Orchard condemned “unreasoned” and “knee-jerk” criticism of the White Paper.156 He cited “comments in high profile cases where the grant of legal aid has been heavily criticised, not least by trial judges.”157 Mackay added that “very many judges and lawyers, who see legal aid cases every day, firmly believe” there are “undeserving cases.”158 So do “Members of Parliament,” who “write expressing their concern every week.”159 Some “legally aided people pursue cases irresponsibly because they have little to lose.”160

The press continued to report criticism of personal injury litigation. Dismissing the benzodiazepine cases, the Court of Appeal berated solicitor advertising for encouraging plaintiffs to bring “hopeless” actions.161 The defendant solicitor praised the court for striking “a note of sanity” and protecting “the public, the tax-payer and the legal system.”162 At a meeting organized by large United Kingdom and United States firms, a City litigation partner warned of “US-style blackmail litigation.”163 Some solicitors “undoubtedly look to drum up claims in order to line their own pockets.”164 An APIL spokesman denounced this as a “myth perpetrated by defendant insurance companies and their lawyers.”165 A few months later, the London International Insurance and Reinsurance Market Association exemplified APIL’s charge by deploping “the development of an American-style compensation
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culture” and blaming plaintiffs’ lawyers for having “transformed the level of damages being awarded.”166

V. “NEW LABOUR’S” OLD CONSERVATIVISM

After Labour’s May 1997 victory, pressure mounted to expand conditional fees. The Vice-Chancellor, Sir Richard Scott, urged inclusion of all civil cases. The Law Society agreed there was “no good reason why clients should not benefit in other areas.” Acknowledging that “it is no longer good enough for lawyers or others connected with the justice system simply to call for more and more legal aid . . . without showing how that could be funded,” President Phillip Sycamore decried the criticism that a Contingency Legal Aid Fund (CLAF) cross-subsidized cases as “a counsel of perfection.”167 Bar Council Chairman Robert Owen QC called the benefits of a CLAF “obvious”: “no means testing . . . open to all [and] . . . dramatically expanding effective access to justice . . . it would save the cost to the legal aid fund.”168

The Sunday Times leaked a Policy Studies Institute report in July, describing a retired couple who “got £280,000 in legal aid to fight a case with their neighbours over a wall that fell down at their home.”169 Publishing the study in September, the Lord Chancellor’s Department (LCD) Parliamentary Secretary Geoff Hoon said, “conditional fees are achieving their dual aim of increasing access to justice and widening consumer choice.”170 He “would find it hard to justify maintaining the exemptions on conditional fees and effectively limiting access to justice for a large number of people.”171 Because the new Lord Chancellor, Irvine, favored “extension into more areas of litigation . . . the question . . . is rapidly becom[ing] not whether they should be extended, but how far?”172 Irvine wanted “to begin to consider other funding mechanisms, such as contingency fees.”

The study hardly warranted such enthusiasm. Solicitors evaluated 40% of their conditional fee agreement (CFA) cases as 60-80% likely

to succeed and 14% as only 50-59%.

A "cynical interpretation is that some solicitors might be deliberately overestimating risk to justify charging clients a higher uplift." The uplift was too high twice as often as it was too low. The report found "serious cause for concern about whether the scheme is operating fairly and consistently." Hoon cautioned against attributing too cynical a motive to this finding too quickly. The Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) President Michael Napier criticized it for denying that conditional fees increased access to justice. Although solicitors might previously have "specced the odd road traffic accident," they did not "spec" tripping or work accidents. Sycamore praised conditional fees as a "lifeline" for the middle class, stating that this research "gives the green light for the extension of conditional fees to other areas of civil litigation." But the Solicitors Journal called a blanket extension "unwise" and warned that CFAs might replace legal aid.

Observers, especially within the profession, greeted the new Lord Chancellor hopefully. Owen took comfort from Irvine's observation "that the Legal Aid budget is currently within estimates and under broad control so that he saw no immediate imperative for cost capping." The Solicitors Journal hoped that "the presence of seven lawyers in the Cabinet" would be "good news for the legal profession," noting "Labour has promised a less confrontational approach."

Three months after taking office Irvine declared:

I do not believe in blueprints. I do not believe in grand schemes. They usually end in grief and tears . . . . I think the public spats between the [former] government and the judges and the lesser spats between the professional bodies and the [former] Lord Chancellor were extremely bad for public confidence in our system. I want [the relationship] to be 100% different.

But Tony Blair initiated his premiership by vowing to end legal aid abuse, blacklisting barristers who brought frivolous cases, and recov-
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ering legal aid payments from clients with hidden resources. Echoing his Conservative predecessors, Hoon attacked the benzodiazapine litigation, which “cost almost £40 million and achieved little.” He urged lawyers to “bid for cases[,] . . . an innovation in the law which is commonplace elsewhere in life.” He promised that the LCD’s “radical thinking” would include the extension of conditional fees.

Within weeks of the election, Irvine announced a three-month review of civil justice and legal aid by Sir Peter Middleton, Thatcher’s permanent secretary to the Treasury and now deputy chairman of Barclays Bank. Middleton made his report in September, although Irvine did not release it until just before the Law Society conference. Middleton appeared to credit the charge of “supplier-induced demand,” stating that people should “pay what they can reasonably afford towards the cost of their own cases” and everyone should contribute something as “a sign of a client’s commitment to a case” because “legal aid supports a significant number of cases that litigants would not consider important enough to pursue if any contribution was required.” He urged an end to “restrictions on the way that lawyers can charge for their services . . . to stimulate a more competitive market, widen access to justice generally and . . . offer an alternative to publicly-funded legal aid.” In addition, he stated that legal aid should not be available “for cases that could be pursued satisfactorily under . . . a conditional fee agreement.” He further stated that there was “no essential difference in principle between conditional and contingency fees and in some ways the latter may be preferable.” Finally, he said that concern with the American experience “may be misplaced” given “the cost-shifting rule and the fact that juries here do not generally set damages.”

On the basis of Hoon’s comments at the annual Labour Party conference, the Times ran a front-page article on October 4, 1997, suggesting the Government planned to replace legal aid with conditional

---
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fees in all money claims.\textsuperscript{188} “Middle-class people who cannot afford to go to law should gain access to the courts,” said Hoon.\textsuperscript{189} The changes would save taxpayers “up to £800 million” annually.\textsuperscript{190} Sycamore immediately called for resistance. Owen warned of the “very real danger of abuse” because of the “conflict of interest at the very heart of these conditional fee agreements.”\textsuperscript{191} He continued, “The blunt truth is that people will end up paying more to lawyers.”\textsuperscript{192} The Legal Aid Practitioners Group (LAPG) predicted “chaos” in “the short term.”\textsuperscript{193} At his annual press conference the Lord Chief Justice reasserted “the traditional view” that “it is undesirable for lawyers to have a stake in damages because it encourages unethical behaviour.”\textsuperscript{194}

At the Law Society annual conference on the weekend of October 16-17, Irvine accepted Middleton’s principal recommendations. Having become a “leviathan with a ferocious appetite,”\textsuperscript{195} legal aid had to “be re-focused.”\textsuperscript{196} The merits test would require a 75% chance of success because, as Irvine articulated, “I would not myself litigate at my own expense with any lesser prospects.” Irvine rejected Middleton’s proposed minimum contribution. From the following April, all money claims would be handled exclusively by conditional fees. A CLAF could not work “because lawyers would prefer to cream off the stronger cases under no-win, no-fee agreements.”\textsuperscript{197} Below a headline proclaiming \textit{How I'll give the law back to the people}, he asked in the \textit{Times}, “Why should anyone on a modest income contribute through his taxes to the income of an inefficient professional?”\textsuperscript{198}

There was a “storm of protest” in the profession at the “most radical shake-up of legal services in 50 years.” Sycamore called the “se-
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vere withdrawal of access to justice a considerable curtailment of rights." The Law Society's Gazette urged lawyers to “dip into your files and bring to light examples to prove that such crude swopping of funding is not so easy.” The Legal Action Group (LAG) warned that Irvine’s proposals “will deprive ordinary people of legal backing against powerful vested interests and rob the poor of their compensation rights.” “A group of the poorest litigants will . . . lose up to 25 per cent of their compensation.” The change was “likely to lead to a backlash” against lawyers. But the Solicitors Journal conceded that Irvine “already has the backing of the popular press and a large proportion of the public for his measures.”

Both branches of the profession and LAG worried that the insurance market was unprepared and some clients would be unable to afford premiums. Insurers were surprisingly critical. Abbey Legal Protection, which insured plaintiffs against defendants’ costs, said conditional fees “reinfranchise the middle class” but “leave the poorest out.” The Association of British Insurers agreed, stating, “[A]ll logic tells you that the less well off will suffer from this measure.” The Forum of Insurance Lawyers (FOIL) concurred it would reduce access to justice. David McIntosh thought it was “extraordinary” to assume that “this considerable increase in insurance capacity is going to be there,” and that the scheme would create “a potential, unbridgeable gap in access to justice.” The New Law Journal feared that pressure for high success rates would lead to low settlements, “which reflect the solicitor’s own interest just as much as that of the client.” Warning that conditional fees were inappropriate where expert evidence was necessary, the Vice Chancellor urged care “to ensure that deserving cases do not fall into a black hole.”

At a meeting soon thereafter, Hoon “reacted very badly” when the Consumers’ Association legal affairs director said he “absolutely did not think legal aid should be scrapped.”206 The shadow Lord Chancellor called the proposals “seriously flawed.” Hoon hoped a “culture change” would convince lawyers to recoup legal insurance premiums from their fees. In addition, Hoon said, “For the first time this century, perhaps ever, access to justice for all in this country will be a reality—not just a slogan.”207 “There are few areas of profitable business activity where some money is not put at risk in order to realise an overall and positive return.” He opposed state funding for cases of brain-damaged babies, questioning, “Whose interest is served if those cases proceed on the slim hope that some benefit may accrue? Not, I suspect, the parents?”208 Irvine added that “competent and busy firms should be able to absorb the cost of insurance and investigation” and “recover them if they win.”209

Benedict Birnberg, a noted human rights solicitor, feared solicitors would become “commercial speculators and bankers first and lawyers second.”210 The Gwynedd (Welsh) Law Society unanimously opposed degrading solicitors to “mere financial speculators.”211 The national Law Society asked how solicitors would maintain an income stream until there were enough recoveries “five years down the line.”212 Sycamore declared that “outside personal-injury mainstream work the insurance industry doubts the market will develop to provide that cover.” Law Society Deputy Vice-President Robert Sayer predicted that “the prudent solicitors will only take on cases they are confident they can win.”213 APIL said the proposals “simply won’t work.” The National Consumer Council deplored the lack of empirical information on the operation of conditional fees. The Consumers’ Association objected to curing the exclusion of “middle income Britain” by “freezing the poorest and most vulnerable out of the system.”214 LAG Director Roger Smith accused the government of using “a very blunt

instrument” to save just £80 million annually. But echoing Irvine, Hoon told solicitors to “absorb the up-front costs” of investigation and “bear the risks of the other side’s costs.” He added, “[If] as few people are satisfied with the [legal aid] system as it now appears, you’ve got the problem, not me.”

A month after Irvine’s bombshell, the LCD announced it would hire an outside consultant to analyze the impact on solicitors. Sycamore called the inquiry “clear proof that the Lord Chancellor’s proposals are unrealistic.” Wondering why this had not been done earlier and “appalled by the government’s inflexibility,” the Law Society retained its own expert. During the Prime Minister’s question time, Opposition leader William Hague said the proposals could “prevent people who are seriously disabled in accidents from pursuing personal injury claims.” The Society of Labour Lawyers (whose more than one thousand members included Irvine) voted overwhelmingly to ask the government for “further research and experience to establish [that CFAs] are working fairly in the interests of consumers.”

Attacked in Parliament, Hoon said the Government was reconsidering both the 75% merits test and the April 1998 target for ending legal aid for money claims. But he declared that “go-ahead lawyers, insurers and others” were “talking about a new world that is opening up and how they will meet the challenges and seize the opportunities.” Shadow Attorney General Edward Garnier QC (briefed by the Law Society) accused the Government of having “betrayed many people’s trust in its haste to appear relevant, radical and modern.” He stated that the proposals would “turn lawyers into a cross between insurers and bookmakers,” and he added, “At worst, we will be creating a system for the bent or the brave.” A Labour backbencher called it “a real denial of justice if a genuine claim were to lie unpursued for want of the means to pay for insurance.” Sycamore appealed for “exam-
pies of cases which demonstrate just how dramatic the effects of these changes will be.” Irvine retorted that he was “a minister in a listening government” but “openness and consultations only work if those consulted react responsibly . . . [and are] measured and well-informed in their responses.” He further stated, “[Some critics] have gone so far as to accuse me and my colleagues of betraying the poor. Savage and grave allegations [sic].”

In January 1998, the Bar responded to Irvine’s proposals. The 75% merits test was “unfair and impractical.” It strongly opposed extension of CFAs, which would “create a litigation market under the dominant control of insurance companies.” It found that there was “no evidence of any similar system operating successfully elsewhere.” In addition, CFAs would create conflicts of interest in setting the uplift and evaluating settlements and encourage the “suppression of crucial documents” and the “suborning and excessive coaching of witnesses or misrepresentation of facts or law.” It was “inevitable that standards of integrity will fall. For those who claim otherwise see the American example.” American firms “go bankrupt, especially in complex claims.” “It would be disastrous if the habits, practices and consequent contempt for lawyers found in the USA were to become commonplace here.” The need to spread risk would produce “larger but far fewer firms.” As much as “34% of plaintiffs’ damages overall could well go to lawyers.” Insurance premiums would cost £17,768,675 a year. Because the Bar had exempted CFAs from the cab-rank rule, which requires barristers to accept every client within their sphere of competence, “the most capable practitioners will prefer, and will do, insurance and other work with guaranteed payment, leaving the plaintiff field to the less able, or young and inexperienced.” The Bar urged that legal aid be available to the poor and less educated, infants and patients, litigants against the state, housing claims, multi-party actions, public interest claims, professional negligence, and defendants. The Bar also renewed its call for a CLAF, which it had advanced with detailed costing the previous August. This would “spread risk far more widely than any firm of solicitors,” thereby lowering client costs, and

“eliminat[ing] the profit element in insurance premiums.” The success fee would be “calculated on a case by case basis by reference to risk.”

The Times said, “Irvine argued, rightly, that the taxpayers should not have to support cases which lawyers did not believe were strong enough to accept on a ‘no-win, no-fee’ basis. The State should no more be picking winners in litigation than in industry.” Although the head of litigation at Eversheds, one of the largest regional solicitors’ firms, expressed concern that the proposal would “exclude one social group,” he also maintained that “businesses are often forced to settle cases where their defence is strong, simply because there is no incentive for the legally aided party to play fair, and act reasonably.” The existing threshold for “speculative litigation” was “extremely low,” often leading to “spurious cases.”

VI. AN ORWELLIAN “ACCESS TO JUSTICE ACT”

The Lord Chancellor’s Department (LCD) published its consultation paper on “Access to Justice with Conditional Fees” on March 3. Because “justice always has a cost,” the Government wanted “to encourage fair settlements of disputes before they go to court.” It did “not want to create a litigious society” or “import ‘ambulance chasing.’” Conditional fees would “ensure that the risks of litigation are shared between the lawyer and the clients.” Government planned to extend them to all cases except family and criminal. It also would use a “tougher merits” test to exclude legal aid for weak cases. It stated, “Too many weak cases are granted legal aid. The hopes of litigants are unrealistically raised, and the opposing party is exposed to unnecessary costs which they cannot recover.” In addition, it noted that legal aid “was not intended to give assisted persons or the lawyers of assisted persons a tool to use in litigation to bring claims of doubtful merit which effectively blackmail defendants into submission.”

---

Government rejected Bar Council and Law Society proposals for a Contingency Legal Aid Fund (CLAF).231

Hoon hoped to make conditional fee agreements (CFA) the sole means of funding medical negligence. He had not heard “a single complaint” about the thirty thousand CFA cases, “whereas [he did] receive regular complaints about legal aid.”232 Sycamore declared there were “still problems with availability, affordability and the funding of up-front disbursements.”233 However, Hoon maintained that “personal injury cases are the wrong target.”234 The Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) accused the “horrific” proposal of “using a sledgehammer to crack a nut,” because personal injury cases represented only 2.5% of the legal aid budget.235 The Gazette dismissed the proposal as “misguided,” not “a viable option for many personal injury cases.”236 Bar Council Chair Heather Hallett QC called it “illogical, unfair and premature,” and “simply unrealistic to believe that no win, no fee agreements can take the place of legal aid.”237

The Forum of Insurance Lawyers (FOIL) denounced as the American system of “penalties or fines” the Legal Action Group’s (LAG) suggestion that winning plaintiffs recover success fees and legal insurance premiums from defendants.238 FOIL also warned that the government’s “appalling approach” would stop a lot of personal injury claims getting to court.239 But a few months later it said its clients endorsed the proposals, stating that “[f]or years, they have been paying out for claims backed by legal aid, irrespective of their liability but just on the basis of economics—it was cheaper to pay out than to fight
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The Iron Trades Insurance Group denounced personal injury as "a nice little earner for the lawyers." It stated, "[W]e consider the insurance industry as being mugged by lawyers." When the Law Commission recommended expanding liability for negligent infliction of emotional distress, the *Evening Standard* condemned the growth of a "compensation culture." Predicting that insurance premiums would "rocket," as in America, the Company Solicitor for *Times* Newspapers warned that "every brass-necked liar will try to get conditional fee funding for an action against the press in hope that he will hit the jackpot before the truth comes out." Eight months later, the leading libel firm of Peter Carter-Ruck & Partners offered to accept conditional fees; within seven months, it had thirty-two such cases.

The proposals not only provoked fierce professional opposition, but also divided the government. Concerned that the National Health Service (NHS) had paid £235 million for medical negligence in 1996/97, up 15% from the previous year, Health Secretary Frank Dobson accused lawyers of "milking the NHS of millions." Opposing conditional fees, he told the Royal College of Midwives:

> As far as I am concerned, the best place for a lawyer in the NHS is on the operating table, not sliding around causing trouble for other people . . . . We see the situation in the USA where people are not concerned with what is best for the mother and baby but are thinking "How would this look in court?"

The Medical Protection Society declared, "Doctors are not being more negligent . . . . [T]he trouble is that solicitors are now advertising and putting ideas into patients' heads." The *Gazette* called Dobson's joke "wildly unfunny." The chairman of Aid to Victims of Medical Accidents (AVMA) "absolutely disagreed" with Dobson's proposal for no-fault compensation. He stated, "Claimant lawyers have done an enormous amount for the victims of medical accidents while nobody else, including the government, was doing anything at all." Perhaps to ward off no-fault, FOIL agreed that "if you are a victim of medical negligence then there is fault and there should be compensation."

The Law Society approved the extension of CFAs to all civil non-matrimonial cases but opposed the withdrawal of legal aid: "Since many solicitors would find conditional fee agreements financially unviable, even where they are not responsible for paying the insurance premium, there is a risk that there will be insufficient solicitors prepared and able to offer conditional fee agreements." Clients with risky cases would have to shop around, work would be concentrated in fewer large firms, and the image of law and lawyers would suffer. CFAs would be suitable for "only the most straightforward medical negligence cases." A sample of twenty-four firms unanimously shared these views. They also felt that work accident, industrial disease, and medical negligence cases could not be tried for fees limited to 25% of damages and the financial burden of complex cases would be great, perhaps overwhelming.\footnote{244. \textit{Law Society, Ensuring Justice? Executive Summary} 4-5, ¶¶ 3.9, 3.47, 5.2-5 (1998); \textit{Joanna Shapland et al., Affording Civil Justice} vi-ix (1998).}

The Bar continued to oppose the basic principle of CFAs, which it purported "will undermine the objectivity of lawyers toward their clients and compromise their duty to the Court." The Bar's role "as an independent referral profession made up of sole practitioners" would be inconsistent with "risk and profit sharing." The inability of barristers within a risk pool to represent both sides of a dispute "would have a dramatic effect on the ability of the public to instruct the barrister of their choice."\footnote{245. \textit{Bar Council, Access to Justice with Conditional Fees} ¶¶ 1.3, 1.6, 1.9, 1.11, 1.18, 5.9-23 (1998).}

Advocacy groups were divided. The Consumers' Association (CA) felt the substitution of CFAs for legal aid was premature and certainly should not include medical negligence. The National Consumer Council (NCC) accepted the withdrawal of legal aid in personal injury. LAG, Justice, and the Public Law Project all opposed substituting CFAs for legal aid.\footnote{246. \textit{See Consumers' Association, Access to Justice with Conditional Fees} (1998); \textit{National Consumer Council, Access to Justice with Conditional Fees} (1998); \textit{Legal Action Group, Legal Action Group's Response to the Lord Chancellor's Department's consultation paper on Conditional Fees} (1998); \textit{Justice, Access to Justice with Conditional Fees} (1998); \textit{Public Law Project, A Response to "Access to Justice with Conditional Fees"} (1998).}

When an LCD-commissioned study found that firms of all sizes could make CFAs profitable within three years, Hoon declared that "solicitors’ anxiety . . . is unfounded."\footnote{247. \textit{CFA Profits Forecast Challenged}, L. Soc’y Gazette, Apr. 16, 1998, at 1.} Condemning the report's "excessively optimistic assumptions,"\footnote{248. \textit{Id.}} the Law Society said its own re-
search revealed difficulties "in complex cases involving questions of liability and serious injury . . . which involve considerable investigative cost and effort."249 The Gazette dismissed the report as "PI in the sky."250 Although the new APIL president refused "to concede that the legal aid debate is over," a few weeks later he admitted, "[T]he best we can hope for is that after three or four years [the Government] will realise that what is in place is simply not working."251

A Bar Council-commissioned report emphasized "the impossibility of a sole practitioner doing any significant amount of CFA work because of the individual's inability adequately to spread risk." The Council would "vigorously resist proposals that directly or indirectly change the structure or practice of the Bar so as to endanger the survival of an independent Bar." CFAs would "dramatically" reduce "the public's choice of [an] advocate" and "strike at the way we work" as "a referral profession." Bar Council vice-chairman Dan Brennan QC told a conference of five hundred, "We are not just legal technicians but in fact pursuing a vocation. We have a higher professional ethic that goes beyond mere profit." But a Southampton chambers, whose sixteen barristers had taken fifty CFA cases, maintained "the reforms have a great future . . . . You have to become more like solicitors. You have to see the papers more often and earlier on . . . . You are really co-venturing with the client and solicitor . . . . There is no real financial risk . . . . [T]he profits on the winning cases have more than offset my losses." Hoon claimed the proposal would save the Government nothing the first year, £69 million the second, and £100 million the third.252 The Legal Aid Board, which recouped 77% of the cost of personal injury cases from defendants, gave lower estimates of £15, £57, and £88 million.253

---

Shadow Attorney General Andrew Garnier QC sent the Government responses by one hundred solicitors opposing the proposals. But Hoon dismissed them because some were written before the consultation paper, and the questions were “clearly aimed at soliciting unfavourable comments.” Given the Conservative Government’s view that the cost of legal aid was “totally out of control,” it had taken Garnier an “astonishing[ly] . . . short time” to “become so used to the ways of the opposition.” Judges also remained skeptical. The Lord Chief Justice warned that the poor would end up “paying the price” if government took “a leap into the unknown” by withdrawing legal aid. Several months later, he expressed concern that the “least affluent” continued to have access. Uncertain that CFAs could “occupy the ground now occupied by legal aid,” he exhorted government to “take it slowly.”

Bar Council Chair Hallett hoped that “the Government will listen to these concerns and proceed very carefully with change.” The Law Society urged the public to write their members of parliament (MPs).

In July, the breadth and depth of opposition persuaded Irvine to retain legal aid until October 1999, while extending CFAs to all non-family civil cases and planning legislation to allow successful plaintiffs to recover both the uplift and the insurance premium from defendants. The Solicitors Journal continued to insist that “personal injury and medical negligence” were “particularly unsuitable” for conditional fees. The Law Society declared legal aid expenditure “well under control,” noting that costs per case had fallen 2.8% in non-family civil matters. LAG agreed, “[T]here is absolutely no reason to cut the scope of the civil legal aid scheme, when the amount spent on it has decreased by £15 million.”

The LCD White Paper in December proposed to extend CFAs to “cases about the division of matrimonial property” and abolish legal
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aid wherever CFAs were available. The press was generally favorable. The *Times* applauded the substitution of CFAs for legal aid: "[T]he burden of risk in bringing a case to court should be shared between lawyer and client. If a lawyer considers the risk of a case too great, why should the taxpayer foot the bill?" The Law Society, Bar Council, LAG, NCC, and CA wrote the *Times* warning that "people on low incomes will not be able to afford the costs of legal insurance, or to pay for the essential expert evidence." They formed an alliance seeking to retain legal aid in personal injury and prohibit CFAs in matrimonial property disputes.\(^{260}\)

The House of Lords voted 182-111 for an amendment by Lord Goodhart (Liberal Democrat) guaranteeing access to justice for those without means, disabled, or in deprived areas. Irvine dismissed it as "a gimmick and completely unrealistic."\(^{261}\) The CA head of legal affairs retorted that "access to justice is not just a gimmick . . . [s]urely treating people equally before the law is a fundamental principle of justice." The Government dropped conditional fees in divorce disputes, but Irvine defeated attempts to preserve legal aid for personal injury cases.\(^{262}\)

While the Bill was pending the media renewed its attacks on frivolous litigation. The *New Law Journal*, usually the profession’s champion, warned that "ambulance chasers may ride again." It ridiculed Lennox Lewis fans who had flown to New York to see him fight Holyfield and then sued the tour organizer when Lewis lost. It asserted that the claim illustrated "the nannying principle which has been foisted on us." It concluded that the law should not "actively encourage" threats of litigation which will be settled "not on merit but on commercial grounds."


Unfortunately, it has all become part and parcel of a lessening of standards in the legal profession . . . . [L]awyers who indulge in speculative actions should, in certain circumstances, have to bear the brunt of the costs of those whom they have unsuccessfully sued.263

The Times lampooned an American plaintiff who sued a toothbrush manufacturer and the American Dental Association for failure to warn that overuse might cause dental abrasions.264 This “haliototic gust of legal madness” was inspired by tobacco litigation profits.265 It asserted, “American litigation has reached such a hallucinatory level . . . that it might just succeed.”266 The paper recycled the clichéd accounts of $4 million for the defective BMW paint job and $2.9 million for the McDonald’s coffee spill (neglecting to mention the drastic reductions of both verdicts).267 It added another anecdote: $50,000 for a “New Hampshire teenager who got hung up on a basketball net by his teeth when attempting a slam dunk.”268 It concluded, “The system breeds lawyers, but also a primitive assumption that any setback, from sore teeth to expensive satellite dishes, is the fault of someone else who must be punished and made to pay.”269 The Times assailed “the dreams of avarice built up by a plague of lawyers and a culture where misfortune, even self-inflicted, has become the easiest way to make a fortune.”270 The Sun attacked a law firm that advertised on the back of a hospital appointment card. Under the headline The Sue Nation, it blamed lawyers who “lined their pockets” for the “new greed and blame culture.” A columnist declared: “We are turning into grasping whingers and self-pitying milksops” who make “loads of money for lawyers whose silken tongues persuade any of us that we are victims.”271

The (conservative) Centre for Policy Studies published a report declaring that the proportion of tort victims consulting lawyers would soon be greater in the United Kingdom than the United States: “An
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American-style compensation culture is taking over in Britain which may be costing nearly £7 billion a year in payouts and legal fees."272 The public sector was paying at least £1.8 billion and perhaps as much as £3.1 billion.273 FOIL agreed with the report's "fundamental point."274 But APIL dismissed it as "propaganda not research" and replied to the Centre's claim that local councils had closed playgrounds: "Isn't that fair enough? Wouldn't people rather have playgrounds that are safe?"275 Law Society Vice-President Robert Sayer added: "People are entitled to exercise the rights they have been given."276

In the face of these atrocity stories of alleged litigiousness, the most careful and comprehensive study of claims behavior found that eight in ten justiciable problems are dealt with . . . without any legal proceedings being commenced, without an ombudsman being contacted or any other ADR processes being used. This is despite the fact that about three in five members of the public took some advice about trying to resolve their problem, and that of those, about half received advice from a solicitor.277

Benedict Birnberg warned that the British tobacco litigation showed the danger of substituting conditional fees for legal aid. Their 'no win, no fee' solicitors faced expenses of £2.5 million, and in return for the companies not pursuing the litigants for costs, agreed not to take action against the two companies for ten years and against any tobacco firm for five years . . . if public funding is no longer available, which lawyer will risk bankrupting himself in future when taking on big and wealthy corporations?278

Hoon bizarrely denied "that the Government is withdrawing legal aid from most money claims, or that as a quid pro quo for the withdrawal of legal aid we are allowing lawyers to use conditional fees."279 He stated, "We simply have to reform legal aid and the way legal services are provided if we are to make access to justice not simply a slogan but a reality."280
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APIIL responded to criticisms of medical negligence actions: “Personal injury lawyers are not out to exploit the NHS, but believe NHS staff should be held to account when their negligence causes injury to patients.”281 The National Audit Office reported the NHS faced £2.8 billion in negligence claims.282 Extrapolating from the Harvard Medical Practice Study, AVMA claimed that only 15,000 of the 82,000 victims of actionable NHS injuries sued each year.283

Anticipating the Commons debate, Labour MP Robert Marshall-Andrews QC thought the title of the Access to Justice Bill “has an ominous, Orwellian ring” because it actually reduced access.284 He feared “a serious denial of justice to the poorest” and “the largest ever departure from the principles of the welfare state.”285 The elimination of legal aid for personal injury was “a political gesture to the perceived interests of middle England.”286 The legal aid system was “noble” and “the most efficient of all public services.”287 It would be replaced by “the despised stock in trade of the ambulance chasers of America.”288 He stated,

Galaxy-driving man [the stereotypical worker] . . . requires only the factory accident, blindness or incapacity to be reduced to the weekly cat's cradle of anxious benefit . . . . He will trail the coat of his potential damages from lawyer to lawyer searching for those holding the right portfolio of risk to fund his action . . . in permanent danger from the charlatan lawyer enhancing his fees to the maximum and churning the trial system by advising reckless action or early settlement to suit his own commercial benefit.289

But Marshall-Andrews feared the Bill would be “dragged through the breach behind a populist assault on lawyers themselves. There are few sensations that cause MPs more pleasure than the belief that they are punishing lawyers.”290 Irvine derided this “nonsense.” Hoon could not “understand how somebody who clearly understands so little can have taken such a violent dislike” to the Bill.291

Because the English rule makes losing parties liable for the legal costs of winners, CFAs depended on the availability of insurance.
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Hoon was confident the industry would offer “only pay [the premium] if you win” products. But Abbey Legal Protection (ALP) declined to do so and warned that CFA insurance was not “totally workable.” It had suspended thirty firms for not insuring low risk claims (to save clients the premium) and ultimately refused to reinstate eleven. The leading personal injury firm of Leigh Day & Co, which had brought the tobacco claims, was one of those suspended, although it won almost 95% of its cases, and costs in the three it lost totaled less than £10,000. Indeed, a study the previous year found that 98% of CFAs succeeded. Amicus Legal, a rival that also required solicitors to insure all personal injury clients, claimed that such adverse selection was “absolutely widespread,” involving about half of the firms. Tony Girling, a recent Law Society President, attacked the requirement to insure all clients as illegally fettering solicitors’ discretion and duty to clients: He called ALP not “sustainable.” Dismissing such fears and criticisms, Irvine urged solicitors to have “as much confidence in themselves as the insurance industry has in itself.” They were “very lucky in that they are not going to be asked to put up all the up-front costs.” The Times was of two minds. It stated, “The insurance market could act as a surer judge of which cases are worth pursuing than lawyers who can rely on the taxpayer to fund speculative actions.” But “injured people with cases which appear difficult may find it hard to find a solicitor.”

Both branches publicized cases of sympathetic victims who allegedly would have been unable to bring their claims without legal aid. The Bar described a sailor rendered quadriplegic by a training accident and an eleven-year-old requiring twenty-four hour care following a pre-natal injury. The Law Society spent £700,000 on a “Justice Denied” campaign, placing ads daily for a week in the Times, Guardian, Mirror, and Evening Standard and once in twenty-one regional papers. The vignettes included a black victim of police brutality to whom “legal aid won’t be available unless he can prove he is almost certain to win his case” and a falsely imprisoned couple who won...


£18,000: “Without legal aid, solicitors won’t be able to do this kind of work. Only the very rich will be able to pursue such cases.”

Lord Irvine denounced the Society’s “irresponsible scaremongering”: “Your misleading and inaccurate poster campaign falls substantially beneath the standards expected of a professional organisation,” and “you have failed to apologise for propagating untruths about our intentions.” He further stated, “Many vulnerable people will be made to believe that they will lose their access to legal aid. This is just not true.” In fact legal aid will still be available in precisely the types of cases raised by the Law Society. President Michael Mathews retorted that the Society was “campaigning to ensure the rights of the poor and vulnerable are properly protected.” It resented Irvine’s accusation that it was “not telling the truth.” “We have him on the run.” Every major paper covered what the Observer called a “battle royal.” The paper condemned the “press campaign” depicting lawyers as “sinister bloodsuckers threatening enterprise and good government.” The Gazette decried that the Government had “used every available media outlet to attack the Society’s campaign in the most scathing, and unsuitable terms” in order to “attempt to deflect attention from reduced access by scoring cheap points at lawyers’ expense.”

To rebut the charge of self-interest, the Law Society and Bar Council enlisted groups championing housing, the poor, children, and legal and advice services. They published a survey showing that 93% of the public thought legal aid should be a right and 85% wanted it retained for accident victims. But only a third of one hundred MPs responding to an inquiry wanted to keep legal aid for personal injury. The Society declared victory: “[T]he government has spun this Bill as an attack on lawyers. It has not worked.”

Such triumphalism was premature. An Evening Standard columnist called the Society’s campaign “one of the most tasteless and ill-advised pieces of public relations in [his] memory, motivated solely by

the professional cupidity of the legal profession.” The Society was crying “crocodile tears” and had forfeited “what marginal respect” it enjoyed. A Guardian columnist launched a parodied LawyerAid for the reform’s “true victims:” “The solicitors need your support and they need your cash. Just a modest donation from each Guardian reader should be enough to put the Law Society back on its feet.” The Times published critical letters from three laypeople. The first letter stated: “[M]ost people who do not have any vested interest in these matters will know that a change is drastically needed in the whole culture of our litigation process where lawyers are motivated not by justice but more often just pure greed, and this is surely wrong.”

The second letter stated:

Would not the interests of the individual who features in the Law Society’s expensive advertisement today be best served by a competent lawyer (confident in their own ability to gain a reward in a no-win, no-fee arrangement) rather than by someone who wanted guaranteed payment regardless of their ability to plead the case successfully? Or is the Law Society saying its members deserve to be paid regardless of their competence?

The third letter stated:

[T]he Law Society . . . is worried that a litigant can only win legal aid if “he can prove he’s almost certain to win his case.” For decades lawyers have told clients that they are bound to win their case and should immediately apply for legal aid. Now it appears the Government has at last called their bluff.

Soon thereafter, the Times published a long feature story quoting Adam Smith’s identification of professions with conspiracies in restraint of trade, adding that “Smith had not even heard of . . . [t]he solicitors’ trade union, as the Law Society is careful never to call itself.” The advertising campaign was “paid for by all of us through the taxes which go on legal aid and the fees accumulated by conveyancing.” There was “scant evidence” that the Bill “will deny justice to the deserving.” Solicitors have “taken up all manner of unsuitable cases.” The taxpayer has been “a supporter of actions with bot-
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tomless pockets." The growth of legal aid "has been a conspiracy against the public for too long." It allowed solicitors "to wallpaper their offices with taxpayer's [sic] money for years."

Law Society Vice-President Robert Sayer replied that the campaign was "funded solely by [Law Society] members and not by the taxpayer." The ads "encouraged more people to stand up and publicly voice their concern that under government plans legal aid would no longer be an entitlement but a discretionary benefit." Former President Martin Mears agreed that "for once, the fogyish old Law Society could not be accused by its members of rolling on its back and yelping feebly in the face of governmental assault." But APIL President Ian Walker did not think the campaign "has helped the fight... [a]ll it has done is to provoke a rather extreme over-reaction from the Lord Chancellor and his Minister of State." Hoon had told him the Government was "absolutely immovable in terms of general principle." Nevertheless, the alliance of fourteen groups held a press conference calling for a number of changes in the Bill, including retention of legal aid for personal injury claims "for the most vulnerable people."

In the Commons Committee stage, the Government won a vote of 313-146 to eliminate the purpose clause inserted by the Lords guaranteeing legal aid to vulnerable groups and defeated 291-173 Marshall-Andrews's amendment to retain legal aid in personal injury cases for the disabled, mentally ill, children, and those on income support. Hoon insisted that victims of police violence and domestic abuse (like those featured in the Law Society advertisements) would still receive help. The Bill passed easily.
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Immediately after passage, ALP disclosed that it had been losing money on conditional fees insurance since it began offering such policies four years earlier and would have to increase premiums from £92 to £148 for road accident claims and from £155 to £315 for others; claims over £15,000 would be assessed individually.\footnote{323} Echoing Tony Girling a year earlier, it warned that Accident Line Protect “might not survive.” Declaring this made “nonsense” of government claims that CFAs could replace legal aid, APIL sought a two-year delay. But the LCD dismissed the sums involved as “small when compared with other litigation costs.” The Law Society agreed to make success fees and insurance premiums recoverable from losing defendants, over FOIL’s strong objections.\footnote{324} A study of CFAs found that clients seriously misunderstood the financial arrangements, degree of risk, and alternatives.\footnote{325}

A working party of lawyers, academics, journalists, and judges, organized by the Society for Advanced Legal Studies, expressed concern that CFAs “raise inevitable and serious conflicts of interest between clients and lawyers, and between lawyers’ financial interests and their duties to the courts.”\footnote{326} It reported “anecdotal” evidence that insurers required a 95% success rate; one solicitors’ firm was temporarily removed from the panel for undershooting its success rate by 0.3%.\footnote{327} The group recommended that total costs payable by the client be limited to a percentage of damages and that lawyers (not clients) pay the cost of a defendant’s successful challenge to the uplift. The uplift should be based on “the assessment of risk in the particular case,” and blanket uplifts should be professional misconduct.\footnote{328}

In March 2001, the Director General of Fair Trading issued a report on “Competition in the Professions.” He found that removal of the Law Society prohibitions on “cold calling” clients and advertising comparative fees “could enable small firms to compete more effectively and would help prospective clients to evaluate relative value for money” and looked “for progress within 12 months” toward their abolition. He also observed that “restrictions on receiving a payment for referring a client . . . may be hampering . . . the development of an
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online marketplace” and welcomed “indications that this restriction may be abolished.”

VII. Conclusion

The shift from anathematizing to idealizing conditional fees was sudden and rapid. The Labour-appointed Royal Commission on Legal Services summarily rejected them in 1979; accepting the report in 1983, the Conservative Government concurred. In 1988, both the Government’s Civil Justice Review and the profession’s Marre Committee repeated the criticisms, while calling for further study. Just a year later, however, Lord Mackay’s Green Paper proposed conditional fees and even entertained the possibility of regulated contingent fees. Having waged war against the trade unions under the banner of laissez faire, the Thatcher Government may have felt that ideological consistency required similar treatment of the professions, among whom lawyers were by far the least popular. Personal injury litigation was particularly vulnerable by reason of its association with touting, non-lawyer claims adjusters, and fraud. And though no one said so (except Michael Zander), everyone knew that conditional fees might ultimately replace legal aid, reducing government expenditures and, thus, the burden on taxpayers.

The central players in this drama assumed predictable roles. In opposition, Labour sought to make maximum political capital out of the Tories’ attack on legal aid and promotion of the sleazy “American” contingent fee. Within months of gaining power, however, Labour did a complete about face. As Shadow Lord Chancellor, Irvine had denounced conditional fees as a “gimmick” and “justice on the cheap”; now on the Woolsack, he extolled them as the one and only route to universal access and used his favorite epithet “gimmick” to deride a proposal to guarantee representation to the most disadvantaged. The 100% uplift was no longer excessive but just right. Six months before the 1997 election, Irvine had promised to “restore legal aid to the status of a public service” that could compete for funding with health and education. Six months after the 1997 election, legal aid had become a “leviathan with a ferocious appetite.” Forgetting it had proudly created legal aid fifty years earlier as one of the pillars of the post-war welfare state and had consistently resisted eligibility cuts, Labour outdid the Conservatives in assailing skyrocketing costs (even
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when they had stopped rising). Irvine used the Law Society's spirited opposition to his program as a justification for seizing the power to strip it of the ability to represent solicitors. Promptly embracing Labour's former position, the opposition Conservatives decried the substitution of conditional fee agreements (CFAs) (which they had introduced) for legal aid. Both parties shamelessly played politics: Within the neo-liberal consensus, they had few differences about the roles of state and market in ensuring access to justice and equal interest in pandering to the public by promising tax cuts.

The innately conservative English legal profession expressed fear, even loathing, of the proposals. Mackay hastily repudiated contingency fees after the Green Paper (which may have been deliberately provocative so the government could appear "reasonable" by making concessions), initially proposed a clearly unworkable 10% uplift, and then took two years to raise it to an equally unworkable 20% before finally conceding 100%. Both branches feared their status would decline to that of the despised American lawyers. Barristers, as always, were more averse to change than solicitors. CFAs would require them to abandon ancient practice arrangements: risk-spreading mechanisms were inconsistent with the fundamental tenet of solo practice; early engagement with solicitors and clients in evaluating cases threatened the Bar's superiority as a consultant profession. The "survival of an independent Bar" was at stake. Yet it casually jettisoned the "cab rank" rule, a foundation of its claim to exclusive rights of audience in the higher courts, so barristers could reject CFA cases. Displaying a principled disregard for self-interest, the Bar Council even capped barristers' fees at 10% of damages (while resenting solicitors' higher cap of 25%).

Long after the battle was clearly lost, the Bar continued to advance the patently false contentions that CFAs were economically unworkable and could not increase access. The Solicitors Journal also perversely declared that personal injury and medical negligence cases were "particularly unsuitable" for CFAs. The Bar made unfounded (and empirically dubious) claims that conditional fees would accelerate concentration among solicitors (although most American personal injury plaintiffs lawyers practice alone or in small firms) and propel firms into bankruptcy (although the more spectacular American dissolutions have been among large corporate firms that grew too rapidly
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or slowly, and most English defaults were among conveyancing and legal aid firms). In this battle, as others, the Bar received strong support from the judiciary, composed entirely of ex-barristers whose names remained on chambers' directories and who dined daily with former colleagues in the Inns of Court. This produced the extraordinary spectacle of legal aid being defended by conservative judges and the Conservative-dominated House of Lords (which passed the Access to Justice Act by just five votes) against a Labour government determined to eliminate it!

Solicitors were torn. They fought against the loss of legal aid, yet the Law Society inconsistently opposed CFAs while simultaneously lobbying for the maximum uplift and resisting a cap on fees as a percentage of damages. Critics claimed both that conditional fees would make lawyers overly aggressive (in seeking business, pursuing nuisance claims, and fabricating evidence) and insufficiently loyal to clients (by settling early and low). Personal injury specialists in APIL, who were most intensely affected, feared erosion of their public image enough to impose more stringent restraints on member solicitation of business. Both branches fruitlessly promoted a Contingency Legal Aid Fund (CLAF) as a way of preserving their existing fee structures while spreading the costs among winning plaintiffs and losing defendants. Economists must have been astonished by the spectacle of lawyers in both branches resisting the chance to double their fees with little risk.

The media, confident that they reflected public opinion, welcomed the Government proposals. They cited opposition by lawyers (especially the Bar) as further evidence of the profession's self-interest and venality, and they regularly published atrocity stories of allegedly frivolous civil claims. The Daily Telegraph, generally sympathetic to the profession and suspicious of government regulation, actually called for the abolition of civil legal aid. Distrust of the profession was so high that the Evening Standard denounced the Law Society's campaign to retain legal aid for the disadvantaged as "one of the most tasteless and ill-advised pieces of public relations" in memory, "motivated solely by professional cupidity."335 The Times published readers' letters praising the Government for "calling [the] bluff" of lawyers "motivated not by justice but more often just pure greed,"336 who brazenly claimed they "deserve to be paid regardless of their competence."337

Although the insurance industry depended on risk, it seemed more anxious about the actuarial uncertainties of an untested innovation

---
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than eager to capture a new market. After insisting CFAs were economically unfeasible, it soon changed its mind. It perversely opposed the elimination of legal aid for money claims, which would greatly enlarge the demand for legal insurance (perhaps fearing it would be compelled to cover weaker claims). It also strangely opposed recovery of plaintiffs' success fees and legal insurance premiums from defendants able to pass these costs on to consumers. It even assailed this proposal as an "American" system of what it inappropriately called "penalties and fines" (although the proposal simply extended the English rule on costs). Other institutional defendants, such as the National Health Service (NHS), similarly sought to limit liability. And solicitors who regularly appeared for either plaintiffs or defendants sided with their clients in the controversy (casting doubt on lawyers' pretensions to "independence").

The debate over financing was driven by strongly held views about how much and what kind of litigation there should be. The Government, the media, and the insurance industry and its legal representatives accused plaintiffs of filing "excessive" cases, some of them "frivolous," "vindictive," and "unjustified." The Centre for Policy Studies pronounced (without evidence) that tort liability already cost Britain £7 billion annually, £1.8-3.1 billion paid by the public sector. Commentators nostalgic for an olde England of stiff upper lips were particularly contemptuous of its pollution by an "American-style" "victim," or "greed and blame," or "compensation" culture of "grasping whingers" and "self-pitying milksops" encouraged to complain to a "nannying" state by a "plague" of "inefficient" lawyers "lin[ing] their pockets" with "loads of money." These lawyers were financed by "loony legal aid," encouraging them to "wallpaper their offices with taxpayers' money" and represent "foreigners" in "all manner of unsuitable cases." The insurance industry complained of being "mugged by lawyers," who were accused by the Minister of Health of "milking the NHS of millions" and by the Medical Protection Society of "putting ideas into patients' heads." Lawyers were "scavengers," "vultures," "mercenaries," and "state-funded rottweilers." Conditional fees were a "cancer," "evil, corrupt, inherently immoral," and an "alien creature," which could run amok. Mackay seemed quickly persuaded by the conservative Social Market Foundation's empirically
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shaky "supplier-induced demand" thesis, which the Law Society dismissed as "plainly farcical." 342

Attacks on tort claims provoked retorts that lawyers were essential to access to justice and litigation necessary to enforce rights and promote safety. Law, however, lacked the appeal of medicine or education because it could not be connected to justice the way they were to health or to human capital and productivity. To defuse charges of self-interest, lawyers forged alliances with advocacy groups for the disadvantaged.

Both sides relied heavily on colorful, but unrepresentative, anecdotes. Critics of litigiousness portrayed claimants as criminals, immigrants, or wealthy, while defenders of legal rights highlighted vulnerable victims: children, women, the elderly, the severely disabled, the poor, and racial minorities. Critics pointed to the collapse of expensive cases involving tobacco, benzodiazepine, and leukemia. Defenders noted that only 15,000 out of an estimated 82,000 victims of actionable medical negligence sued each year. 343 Critics maintained that legal aid unfairly advantaged plaintiffs; while defenders maintained that its withdrawal would unfairly advantage tortfeasors. None offered any evidence for their positions, such as a comparison of litigation levels, changes in litigation rates, or the relative number of false positives (unwarranted claims) and false negatives (actionable claims never made).

The two sides advanced equally confident, and ungrounded, contentions about the effect of alternative financing schemes on litigation. The Social Market Foundation asserted that legal aid bred supplier-induced demand as lawyers, guaranteed state payment, and sought out victims and encouraged them to make weak claims. Critics of legal aid wanted client contributions raised and made universal because those unwilling to pay "a very modest contribution" lacked sufficient commitment to their cause. This assumed clients were best positioned to make a cost-benefit analysis of their claims and the market was the best mechanism to allocate access to justice. Critics also wanted the merits test tightened, giving the state power to ration. Some critics of legal aid even proposed that plaintiffs' lawyers fund personal injury litigation themselves—exactly what laws against champerty and maintenance had prohibited for centuries. Others declared that insurers, and lawyers under their influence, would do a better job of separating deserving from undeserving cases. The two sides also disagreed about
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whether legal aid or CFAs were more likely to produce fair settlements, but none of the debaters offered any evidence of the frequency with which lawyers filed weak cases or defendants paid blackmail to settle nuisance claims.

Enthusiasm for the previously despised conditional fee was intimately associated with a radical reconceptualization of lawyers. For decades, English commentators had equated contingent fees with unethical practice, declaring (naturally without data) that American lawyers were guilty of fabricating evidence, inducing witnesses to exaggerate, misrepresent, or lie, turning experts into partisans, overreaching during direct and cross examination, and making misleading legal arguments. Critics complained that contingent and conditional fees encouraged touting, aggressive advertising, solicitation, payments for referrals, and advancement of costs. (Of course, all such practices could be found under traditional fee structures, if often with the implicit understanding that nothing would be paid if the case failed.) Critics maintained that conditional fees impaired the independence of lawyers by giving them a stake in the outcome, forcing sole practitioners into financial arrangements with others, and subjecting lawyers to pressure from insurers.

Advocates of conditional fees replaced the image of the professional resisting corruption by money with that of the energetic entrepreneur. Brennan declared: “We are not just legal technicians but in fact pursuing a vocation. We have a higher professional ethic that goes beyond mere profit.”344 But the Marre Committee believed conditional fees offered consumers more choice. And the Green Papers exulted conditional fees for encouraging “a greater level of commitment on the part of the lawyer” and “competition between lawyers as clients would be able to shop around,” which “will place pressure on the solicitor to operate efficiently.”345 The Conservative shadow Attorney General (a QC briefed by the Law Society) objected that Labour’s proposals would “turn lawyers into a cross between insurers and bookmakers,” rewarding the “bent and the brave.”346 The Bar denounced a litigation market. Hoon retorted that “go-ahead lawyers, insurers and others” were “talking about a new world that is opening up and how they will meet the challenges and seize the opportunities.”347 Rules against champerty and maintenance were “feudal.”348
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A barrister waxed enthusiastic about "really co-venturing with the client and solicitor." The media insinuated that real men risked their own money. For example, the *Times* said, "The burden of risk in bringing a case to court should be shared between the lawyer and client." In addition, "The State should no more be picking winners in litigation than in industry." The *New Law Journal*, usually a champion of its lawyer readers, could see no difference between solicitors giving cash or a cheap watch to tenants who filed repair claims and "the gifts offered by insurance companies for us to take out policies." Law was nothing more than a business.

Critics of conditional fees delighted in recounting the hackneyed stories of the McDonald's coffee spill and BMW paint job (omitting the drastic judicial reduction of damages). They embroidered myths about "legal madness," and the "hallucinatory level" of litigation in America, which had become the "Sue Nation," where "dreams of avarice" expressed the "primitive assumption" that someone should pay, making "misfortune, even self-inflicted . . . the easiest way to a fortune." They accused ambulance chasers of displaying a "ghoulish alertness" to file "blackmailing actions" and warned that such "grave abuses" would become "an inevitable feature" in England. They were appalled by the alacrity with which American lawyers reached Bhopal and (closer to home) Lockerbie, although surely the real horror was the tragedies themselves. Fear of tort liability allegedly created perverse incentives for inefficient behavior: "[E]very doctor is now obliged to take a course in law before picking up a scalpel." Product liability claims were (falsely) blamed for the bankruptcy of small plane manufacturers. William Rees-Mogg found it "hard to describe how much harm" the American legal system did "and how little good." It was "one of the reasons why American
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industry has ceased to be competitive with the Japanese.\textsuperscript{364} (Less than a decade later some attribute the continued stagnation of Japan’s economy to its relative \textit{sarcity} of lawyers.) America’s alleged litigiousness, actually no greater than that of the United Kingdom, was blamed on such irrelevant factors as treble damages in private anti-trust actions (rarely brought), punitive damages (rarely awarded), and class actions (which actually \textit{reduce} the number of lawsuits). An English expat warned his compatriots against putting an “American hamburger stand into the middle of St Paul’s Cathedral,” although England permitted far more aggressive legal marketing techniques than the United States.\textsuperscript{365} An MP speaking on behalf of the Law Society warned against the “charlatan lawyer . . . churning the trial system” or improperly urging “early settlement.”\textsuperscript{366}

Arguments for conditional fees drew upon suspicion of regulation and enthusiasm for the market. Early commentators criticized restrictive practices, including the Bar’s refusal to allow barristers to lower fees in settled cases and the Law Society’s refusal to allow solicitors to forgo fees in unsuccessful cases. Market advocates believed that more fee options and greater competition among lawyers would benefit consumers. But the unavoidable asymmetries between lawyers and clients made regulation indispensable. Critics warned that CFAs would motivate lawyers to cherry pick the strongest claims and reject those with uncertain liability or low damages. Critics blamed CFAs for nuisance claims, but legal aid was more likely to encourage these. CFAs were said to under-compensate plaintiffs until the success fee and insurance premium were made recoverable from losing defendants, but legally aided clients also had to pay contributions. Critics claimed CFAs would over-reward lawyers because the market would not proportion uplift to risk, which research suggested lawyers systematically overestimated. At the same time, the Bar warned that CFAs would pay barristers too little, diverting the better lawyers (no longer constrained by the cab rank rule) to insurance defense. Critics said CFAs would encourage lawyers to accept quick, inadequate settlements. Indeed, one of the Government’s explicit goals was to foster settlement, but CFAs also eliminated the perverse incentive of legal aid, which acted to prolong and complicate cases unnecessarily. Legal expense insurance added further distortions. Insurers were even more risk averse than solicitors, because they earned no uplift from successful cases. Unlike the Government, their gatekeeper role was secret and
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immune from political pressure. At the same time, solicitors had an incentive to withhold the least risky cases from the insurance pool, although such adverse selection increased the cost of insurance (exactly the government's argument against a CLAF). Insurers responded by expelling solicitors whose success rates fell below a very high threshold (said to be 95%) and requiring solicitors to insure all personal injury cases.367

The appropriate mix of legal aid and CFAs to fund civil litigation raised numerous questions. Each source had its own rationing mechanism. For legal aid, this was the merits test (administered by a panel of lawyers overseen by the Legal Aid Board); the Labour Government wanted to raise this to 75%, thereby rejecting all the claims between 50% and 75%, which a rational victim would have brought.368 Insurers rationed CFAs both by setting premiums and by suspending solicitors who took excessively risky cases or withheld the least risky from the insurance pool. Incomplete evidence suggested that they demanded a 95% success rate, excluding even more cases a rational victim would bring. (This may explain why the Forum of Insurance Lawyers, representing defendants, favored conditional fees.) Lawyers' willingness to accept cases was influenced by reimbursement rates under legal aid and by risk, amount of work required, uplift, and damages under CFAs. Each financial source had a different effect on lawyer strategy. Legal aid offered an incentive to delay, complicate, and litigate; CFAs offered an incentive to settle quickly.

Each also allocated risk differently. The English rule on costs made losing parties pay the legal fees of both sides. Legal aid shifted the cost of losing plaintiffs to the government, slightly offset by client contributions, and made winning defendants bear their own costs. CFAs offered several possibilities. Government contemplated making lawyers pay for legal insurance premiums, presumably passing on the cost to winning plaintiffs and losing defendants. Instead, winning plaintiffs initially absorbed the cost of both insurance and success fees out of their damages; eventually, these were made recoverable from losing defendants. Losing plaintiffs bore the cost of insurance premiums, while their lawyers went unpaid but were compensated by the uplift when they won. Government proposed that only successful plaintiffs pay premiums, but insurers refused.

The two financing schemes offered access to different groups: legal aid to those beneath a means test ceiling (with progressively gradu-
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ated contributions above a floor); and CFAs to those who could afford insurance premiums (i.e., all but the poor). Disregarding this obviously complementary relationship, Hoon made the patently false claim that eliminating legal aid would mean “for the first time this century, perhaps ever, access to justice for all in this country will be a reality” and “not simply a slogan.”

He was virtually parroting the laissez faire orthodoxy of The Economist, which declared that “every citizen in the land would, at last, have a fair opportunity to have a case heard in the nation’s courts.”

Although proponents characterized conditional fees as enhancing consumer choice, instead, it became the client’s only choice. The Orwellian-named Access to Justice Act represented a neo-liberal abandonment of welfare state redistribution, which enhanced equality, for a market mechanism reproducing inequality. Indeed, this may have been why both the media and public welcomed it.

Finally, the two schemes had different costs. The minimal burden of representing personal injury victims (after 77% of costs were recovered from defendants, who lost the vast majority of cases) was only 2.5% of the legal aid budget.

Although Hoon initially made a wild boast that his proposal would save up to £800 million, the Legal Action Group (LAG) director Roger Smith thought the amount would be a tenth that large, and two government agencies estimated savings at about £170 million over three years. It was not clear why the Government felt this was worth another bitter fight with the legal profession, unless it cynically calculated that maligning legal aid lawyers, whom it consistently misrepresented as “fat cats,” increased its popularity with the electorate. CFAs simply transferred the transaction costs from the Government (and taxpayers) to insurance companies (and consumers), unless the “efficiency” gains of private enterprise over government bureaucracies exceeded insurers’ profits. The fact that the major insurer nearly doubled its premiums after operating at a loss for several years (at an annual cost of £18 million—approximately that of legally aided claims) suggests that CFAs were considerably more expensive, although the costs were hidden and private, rather than visible and public.
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Little more than a decade ago, no English observer could have believed that a Labour Government would replace a crucial element of the welfare state it so proudly created after World War II with a device embarrassingly similar to the despised American contingent fee. It will be important to analyze the impact of this transformation on which victims are represented, in which cases, against which defendants, using which strategies, with what quality and outcomes, and at what cost.